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CHAPTER I 
NA'rURE 01', THE PROBLEM 
\ 
During the past few years and months, e.spec1ally dur-
ing the time the ne\1'/ Zionist state of Israel was being 
formed, much discussion has arisen regarding an age-old 
problem of an age-old people. Where do these people who 
h ave been the modern heirs of a tradition some thousands 
of years old fit into present-day c1v111zat1on? However, 
for the Church, these external and secular happenings have 
served as a reminder of an even greater problem, namely, 
where does this people fit in spiritually? J¥hat is to hap-
pen to this tribe from which the Redeamor Himself stemmed? 
And this is no new problem, but one which goes back centur-
ies, to the time of Christ Himself, of whom tho apostle 
John wrote, "He came unto His own and His own received Him 
not." 
It was a problem which plagued the apostle Paul, per-
haps more than any other New Testament writer. since he had 
to face it more personally and directly than any of the 
other early apostles. And being a man of deep personal 
sentiment, it was something which cut into his heart deeply. 
This thesis will attempt to deal with this problem on the 
2 
be.sis oi' Romans 9-11, where the apostle exprossea himseli" 
most fully concerning it. 
Only a quick glance is needed to see that with chapte~ 
nine Paul begins a new major section of his letter to the 
Romans. For although he ended the previous chapter 1n a 
blaze of confidence in Christ, spoken from a heart bursting 
wi t h j oy9 the t onc1 of chapter nine is one of deap sorrow. 
Two questions pose themselves as we look at this section as 
a whole. What is its relation to the rest of the book? 
And~ what do these chapters mean in themselves? As Nygren 
puts it: Beside the difficulty of seeing the place of this 
part in the total message of the letter has been the diffi-
culty in deciding what these chapters are.l 
To take up the first question in regard to the relation 
of Chapters 9-11 to the rest of the book, we find several 
opinions. Some feel that the connection is verry close. 
'rhis school feels that Paul here takes up a problem of 
which he has been aware for some time as is evidenced by 
the first part of the book, viz., ch. 1:16; 2:9-10; 2:17. 
In fact in J:l he almost begins to discuss the problem di-
rectly, only to postpone it until he has finished his main 
argument. Hence we find men such as Lenski writingi 
lAnders Nygren, Commentar[ .2!! Romans (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press, 1949), P• 35 • 
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Thia section of Romana hae been regarded as an appen-
dix to tho doctrinal discussion that precedes, and 
again it has been considered the main portion of the 
epistle to which all of the preceding ia prelim1.nary. 
Another view wonders why Paul inserted these chapters. 
These three chapters constitute an integral and a 
natural part of tho great theme.11 God's Righteousness 
by Fe.1th Alone. They do not present nThe Unbelief of 
the Jeuish People.11 11 01•, "The problem of Jewish Un-
belief. n There is far mo1"0 in them; £or one things 
s.l'so the faith of the Gentile s .. Nor are these two 
placed side
2
by side in a sort of contrast. Paul goes 
far deeper. 
Nygren too11 feels that chapters 9-11 are closely re-
lated to what has gone before. He states: 
Because of ~hat has been said we ca._~ affirm that 
chapters 9 .. 11 are by no means to be regarded as a 
digression or a chance appendix which lacka organic 
connection with the m~in message or the letter, and 
fulfill a very~definite and necessary .function in its 
total con text.~ · 
Over against this school,, which goes so far as to feel 
it unlikely that even a night intervened between the writ-
ing of chapters eight and nine,4 there is another group of 
.scholars viho feel that the section is something of an 
appendix0 tacked on» as it were!" having no real connection 
with the pi~eceding chapter. Dodd, for example looks upon 
the section as something or a sermon of Paul's when he 
states: 
. 2a. c. H. Lenski~ fu Interaretation .2£. ~ Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans (Columbus: Wartburg Press- 19$"), 
p .. 579." - -
3Nygren, .2£• ~·• P• 357. 
4Lensk1, .wi, Ji.ll • ., P• .581. 
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Chaps. ix.-xi., on the other hand, have a beginning 
and a close appropriate to a sermon, and the preaching 
·tone is maintained a.11 through. It is the kind of' ser-
mon that Paul must often have had occasion to delivo1.,, 
in defining his attitude to what we may call the 
Jewlsh question. I't is quite possible that he kept 
by him a I'F.S. of such a ae1•mon, for use as occasion 
demanded, and 1.~sarted it here. Aa we have seeniJ the 
epistle could be read vri thou'P. any sense of a gap i.f 
these chap't;ers were omitted.;, 
It is tr•ue that Paul faced this "Je,,ish question" 
often in his ministry and had to deal with it on countless 
occasions.> but the earnest tone of vv. l-S of chapter nine 
seems to indicate a fresh v,i-iting on the question rather 
than the inclusion of something he had written earlier. 
As to the point of Dodd' a last sentence~ namely, th.at 
these chapter's could be omitted withoutleaving a gap in 
the Epistle, it uill become clearer ~hat is meant as we 
c onsider their content. 
There have been threo chief interpretations of these 
chapters as Nygren 1nent1ons in his work; 
Beside the difficulty of seeing the place of this 
part in the total message of the letter has been 
the difficulty in deciding what these chapters are. 
What does Paul intond to do in them? Let it suf-
fice to recall here three familiar answers to this 
question. (1) It is said that Paul sets forth his 
doctrine of predestination in these chapters. Some 
have simply called this part of the epistle the 
locus classicus de praedestinat1one. (2) These 
chapters have been said to present Paul's theodicy. 
Sc. H. Dodd, "The Epistle of Paul to the Romans." 
.Moffat New Tastataent Commentarx (New York: Harper and 
Brothers,1932) • P• 14'.9. 
(3) And they hale been said to contain his philoso-
phy of history. 
Certainly there are elements in these chapters which 
deal ,-;,i th the 1Jntter of p1 .. edestination. but the section as 
a whole can hardly be called the locus classious, which 1s 
ra t hol" 8:28-30. Brunner, for example, shows us that even 
chapter nine can hardly be claimed as dealing mainly with 
predestination. 
Es ist nun aoer von entscheidender Bedeutung. aich 
den Zusarnmenhang diases Kapitels mit den zwei folgen-
den klar zu machen. Sie handeln n1cht von Ho11 und 
Unheil, von Seligkoit und Verde.r:11onis des Elnzelnen., 
sondern voni Schicksal. Israels. Schon der Gesichts-
punkt iat also e l n g anz anderer als de~ der Pridesti-
nat1onslehre. Das Erobaqd~ ist nicht e1n doppelter 
Hatschluss :i sondern einorsei t~ del" gBt·tllc:1.on Ver-
hoissung en. a.n Iara.el trotz der Verstockung dea 
empiriscnen jetzigen Judenvolkea; anderseits der 
Grund der 1',ehlcntwicklung in Israel, n\\mlichJ> von 
Menschen aus gesehen die Selbstgerechtlgkeit Israels 
otatt der Anerlcennung der Christus gnade- von Gott 
au.s: der \lbeL"greifende Erl'bsungsplan Got tea, uem 
auch die vorliuti~a Verwerfung Israels dienen muss. 
Das sieht alles nach etwas ganz anderem aus als nach 
einer Leh.re von eine.m doppel ten Dekret, durch das 
einom numberus eletorum ~in numerus r<tErobatorum von 
11'w1gkei t gegeni.foe1 .. steht. I 
Others have felt t hese chapters to be a theodicy; so 
Godet: 
The domain upon which the apostla horo enters .. in one 
of the most difficult and profound v1hich can bo pre-
sented to · the ndnd of man. It is that of theodicy, 
or the justific·a1;ion ot the divine government in the 
course of human affairs. But he does not enter on it 
6Nygren~ 22.• ~., P• 354 
7t!mil. ~unner, Dio Ghris~liche Lehro ~ ~ (Zilrich: 
Zwinglie-Verlag, 194'6T; PP• 355-)$6. 
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as a philosopher, and in its totality; he treats it 
in relation to a special point; the problem of the 
lot of Iara~l• and he does so as a part of his apos-
tolic task. 
To call these chapters only a theodicy would be to 
limit t h em and t heir message. In explaining the problem 
before him Paul does sense .the need of a few words which 
sound like a theod5.cyp and yet this is not his main pur-
pose as Nygren says: 
Paul knows nothing of a theodicy •. To defend the 
action of God before the bar of human reason ia utter-
ly alien to him. That would be little better than to 
dispute with God. The idea of a theodicy belongs in 
a world of thought wholly different from Paul's. It 
can never occur to him to call God to account: nor 
more would he seek to defend God'~ actions, as if they 
needed to be def'ended before men.'J 
Uor ie the section only a statement or Paul's philoso-
phy of history as Dodd seems to take it.10 As Nygren 
rightly points out., the problem of the rejection of the 
Jews is of much more concern to Paul .than such a view im-
plies. It is certainly more than a "point of departure for 
a speculation about the philosophy of history."ll 
What then does this section moan? First of all• it ii 
an integral part of Paul's great purpose in writing the 
8F. Godet, St. Paul's E~1stle to the Romans, trans-
·1atod by Rev. A.-a'usin (Nework: P-un'k""& Wagnalls, 1883), 
P• 336e · 
9Nygren, op. cit.g PP• 354-355. - -
lOnodd, .2£• .2.!!·· PP• 148-150. 
llNygren, .21?.• .£!.l•g P• 355. 
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book -of Romans. namely, to demonstrate that righteousness 
comes by faith alone. To divorce the section from this 
great background vrould be to rob it or much or its signif-
icance. For as Paul has been writing his epistle, the 
problem of chapters nine to eleven has boen in the back of 
his mind continually, waiting only for the proper moment 
to be expressed. And what was that problem? It was the 
problem of his own people, Israel. As Stoeckhardt writes: 
In den ersten S§tzen des neuen Abschnitts tritt schon 
daa neue Thema, das jetzt ausgefilhrt werden soll, 
deutlich hervor • . Der 4postel will jetzt von Israel 
sagen und dera schweren Geschick, das Israel betroff'en 
hat. Uachdem er seine eigentlicha Lehrdarlegung 
abgeschlossen hat, lisf~ or eine Ausfuhrung geschicht-
lichen Inhalts folgen. 
In the various chaptors Paul had described all that 
Christ had done for and in the Christian and what that meant. 
He had shown what a blessing this was. Yet now, even 
while these joyful thoughts are still in his mind, a deep 
sadness comes over him, because one people seems to be 
excluded from all these blessings, and not some distant, 
unknown people, but his very own brothers of Israel. 
Israel, from whom vhrist Himself had come, seems to have 
bean rejected by God. And that is what Paul wants to dis-
cuss in chapter nine to elsren. He wants to show that Israel 
was not cast aside by the Lord. The necessity of doing this -
(St. 
l2oeorge,,Stoeckhardt, Brief Pauli .!,!! .. ~ R~mer . 
Louis: voncordia Publishing House. 1907), P• 4,18. 
Y"I Tf'IW'7T K ~ 'l .n;, ·1 ~ (". J:'_ - .~ , · ·: n:~ •:} >< "q '<.1' p .n.L .1 £,~~ 1,: .l'l.l ;:.:..i ·~ "' ' ... . ., . _ _. ....... .. .., ~ ... "' 
r,. .. . . ... -
, . .-. ,....,.,. 1 r A c --.,: ! ' .:: ."[ CON-.- ·,J.!'- . ., ... ,...J...:... ... :_, ... l 
• - UIS t · -Ta .1.-V r l/' · • 
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is clearp for if this problem is not answered, all that 
he has written previ ously will stand in a dubious light. 
We find Paul discusses t his problem along three major 
( 
lines of argument. 
l. (9:6-29) God has not rejected the true Israel, 
which is quito a diff erent thing from the outward Israel. 
Moreove1~, God cR.nnot be pushed into the molds of finite 
human thought, of a certain nature. God's election de-
pends on His free choice which is altogether just. 
2. (9:30-10:21) Israel has only herself to blame for 
her rejection. God's promises are not forced on a nation. 
Instead of depending on the righteousness of Christ, the 
Israelites have chosen rather to depend on their own in-
sufficient righteousness of works. 
). (11:1-36) Since God really has not rejected the 
true, spiritual Israel, it shall be saved. And even in the 
,, 
rejection of the physical Israel, God has His own purposes. 
For one, this has resulted in the salvation of the Gentiles. 
And this conversion of the Gentiles, in turn. will react 
favorably on the Jews. Hence these verses are something of 
a consolation concluding finally with a doxology to God. 
CHAPTER II 
PAUL'S I1..,.l1 RODUCTIO N TO TBB PROBLEM 
9: 1-5 The Great Sorr•ow in the Heart of Paul as He 
Considers the Unbelief of His Brotne~sD 
the Jews. 
The apostle begins his now discourse with the earnest 
wor·ds °'A;\i{9t.lOlV t\lyw t V xf lO-T~. He makes this 
statement in order to assure his readers that he talces up 
this su.bject from a very personal point of view. Some may 
have thought that since he declared h1raself to be the 
beare~ of the Gospel to the Gentiles that he no longer was 
interested in the Jews, or was writing about them now from 
a prejudiced position. But Paul does not want anything 
which even resembles this line of thinking to be 1n the 
minds of his readers and so he affirms that what he is 
about to say is as true as if Christ Himself would say it. 
And in order to ruake this point even clearer in the minds 
of his readers he intensifies it by saying that his con-
science, guided by the Holy Spirit, will testit'y to the 
truth of his words. As Lenski writes: 
Why so strong an assurance that Paul is speaking the 
truth when he tells about his sorrow and his pain? 
Because this is a matter of Paul's inner personal. lite 
v,ith which the Romans had no contact. Again, because, 
10 
when one forsakes a connection he usually turns 
severely against i 'to and Paul \Vants to exclude such 
an i mpression when he now tells the Romana, as he 1s 
c ompelled to d99 that the Jews as a nation are re-
jec ted by God.-
Paul sta t 0s that he has a Breat sorrow and an unceas-
ing ane uish 0 t he mos t int ense sorrow t hat a man could pos-
s ibly experience. In f act Paul tells us 1n verse three 
that i f he could be a ce..staua.y for t he sake of his brothers 
he would gladly choose that role. The two important words 
~ I ~ I(\ 
here are 1;.) I( 0 /J. 7 !J and OL V ot C7 f /,A Of. • Regarding the 
f or-!ller Godet tells us that 11The i mperfect indicative 
~ I 1 Jx_ !:) ,,U 1 v I! literally0 I \Vas wishing, has in Greek the 
f or ce of t hrowi ng this wi sh into the past0 and into a past 
which remains always unfi nished, so that this expression 
t ruces away from t he wish all possibility 0£ realization." 2 
Kittel has the f ollo~ing to say: 
.) , 
tJ J'J\..O!A."'}~ aagt Paulus von seinem Wunsche, das :3este, 
uaa er hat, se1n neues Leben ~ f) /\red" cCJ , rn.r Ein~ 
gehon seiner Volksgenossen zum HeiI dahfnzugeben R 9,3. 
Dieser Wuns ch f indet seine Schranke darin, dass Gottes 
Onade nicht zum Tauschobjekt warden. kann. Er 1st 
nichts als ein starker Ausdruek daftir, wle sehr Paulus 
lR. C.H. Lenski, The Interpretation 9.£. ~ Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans (Columbus: Wartburg Press, 194.S), 
P• $tn. - -
2F. Godet, St. Paul•s Eoistle to the RomansJ trans-
lated by Rev. A. Cus1n ( New York: Ftink""'& WagnaJ.ls, 1883), 
P• 339• 
11 
pers~nlich unter dam Ungehoraam seines Volkes leidet.3 
Paul states that the object of his wish would be the 
pos sibility of his being bi' v cx?l z.µO( for his fellovt country-
,; I G 
r.aen.. l\ J/C-( r;,f_JJ. « is here the equivalent of the Hebrew . 
lJ 1 r-( us~d 1n Deut. 7:26 and Josh. 7:129 meaning that . . . . 
whi.ch is put under the ban and irrevocably devoted to de-
struction. Some have considered this remark of the apostle 
t o be highly unethical. But such a viev1 misses entirely 
the r eal import of the words» n.amelyg the great personal 
!1 
sorrow and pain of Paul .. r 
1rhe wish expre ssed here by Paul was of the deepest 
naturec one which crune from his inmost heart. It was a 
s imilar feeling which urged ilioses to say in F.x. 32: 32, 
"Yet nowJ) if thou wilt forgive their sin--; and if not, 
blot me0 I pray theeD out of thy book which thou hast writ-
ten .. 11 PauP s sta teriient0 however, is even more prof'ound as 
Denney puts it~ 
Moses identified himself with his people, and 1~ 
they cannot be saved would perish with the~; Paul 
:I/ 
3Heinr1ch. Greevens, " E. i.J I{' OUCI. ( , " 1:heologisches 
W5rterbuch zum Neuen Testament, edited by Gerhard Kittel 
(Stuttgart:--Verlag von w. Kohlhamrner, c. 1933), II, 776. 
4-For a very interesting and detailed discussion of 
the word oc"'~& i1 .A!C( , cf. an article by w. Hersey Davis in 
~Review~ Expositor, XXXI, 205-207. 
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could find it 1nch1a heart, were it possible, to 
perish for them.~ 
This sorrow and pain is explained to a degro0 1n 
verse foura Here Paul lists the special priviloges of his 
peopl e ~ privileges ~hich gave them a unique pos1t1~n among 
all the nations of the world. lie says first that t hey are 
;)I A ~r ~ 7 A I lei. ( 9 of V'lhich Denney wri tea: 
Israolitas is not the national but the theocratic 
name; it expresses the spiritual p1'"erogag1ve or 
the nation, cf. 2 Cor. 11:22, Gal. 6:16. 
Alre~dy to Abr aham God had promised that to his descendants 
he would gr ant s pecial spiritual blessings. That is what 
Paul is thinlting of when he calls the111 "[er f ()(_ '7 /I 1 rot. I • 
' ( f\ , 
Hut to them belongs also 1 .,, fJ'fd" / 0/ , the adoption. 
This sonship was not the Christian sonship of the Mew 
Testament, ·but that which is referred to in such passages 
as Exodus ~:22; Hosea 11:1 • . As Moyer writes: 
They nre those adopted by God into the place of chil-
dren which must of course be understood, not in tbs 
Christian { chap" viii.) but 1n the old theocratic 
sense, of their adoption, in contradistinction to all 
Gentile peoples 0 to be the people of Godg whose 
Father is God. 7 
5JamesDenney0 "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans,." la! 
Expos i tor's Greek Testament, edited by w. Robertson Nicoll 
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., n. d.), II, 657. 
6oenney, ..2£• £1!. 9 p. 657. 
7Heinr1ch A. w. Meyer, "Epistle to the Romans,n Mever•s 
Commontary on the ~ew Testament, edited by Heinrich Meyer 
and translated by Jolin c. Moore (New York: Funk & Wagnalls,, 
1884), v, 359. 
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Hod~e arnplif!es on this a bit: 
As Paul is speaking here of the external or natural 
Israel 9 the adoption or aonship which pertained to 
them11 as such11 must bo external also11 and is V6ry 
di:t'f'erent from that which he had spoken of ln the 
preceding chapter. They were the sons of God, i.e. 
the objects of his penuliar favor, s elected from the 
nations of the earth t~o be the l'ecipionts of peculiar 
bJ.e s§ings , and to stand in a ;.,eculiar relation to 
God. 0 
Ho\'/ever, in addition to the 1); oS f.vl~ Israel \'fas 
also t he pos.serrnor of' 1 SoJCl' \7hich an Denney states re-
f ers to someth ing defin1t;e11 like the pillar of cloud and 
fire,i the il « TT 1 I 1:1 ~ of" the Old Testament, or 
T ! : 
the TI J 1 :::) [ I' of later Jewish theology. 9 Some parallel 
T .. 
use s of & '6· ~ a( in the Now Testament are to be found in 
, r , 
Hebrews 9:5 and Acts 7:2. Meyer calls / O OrO! "the 
s ymbolically visible essential communion of God• as it was 
manifested in the uildorness as a pillar of cloud and fire. 
and over the ark or the covenant."10 
~ ( ~ 
Israel was the possessor of {){ \. O I Ol 9,1 t(O{ l too. 
These were the covenants which God had made with His people 
on various occasions. These cvvena."'l.ts began with Abraham 
and extended also to the patriarchs. Stoeckhardt writes 
of them: 
. 8charles Hodge, ! Commentary 2!! !!:! Epistle !2 ~ 
Romans (New York: Hodder & Stoughton, George H. Doran 
Company, 1886), PP• 469-470. 
9nenney • ..2£• ~·» P• 657. 
lOMeyer, .22• ~., P• 359. 
Gott hatte schon mit den Patriarchon; und zwar wieder-
holt, einen fBrmlichen Bund abgoschlossen und 1hnen 
und ihren Wachlcomraen fest zugesagt., dass er 1hr Gott 
sein werda. Israel hatte d1e Gesetzgebung, das vom 
Sinai nerab feierlich offenbarte Gesetz und in dem 
o:t'fenbax-ten uetsetz die reohte Gestalt deD Willens 
G·ot ten, wlihrend die Heiden in den Ueberbleibseln des 
Natur gesetzea nur eine unvollkommene Erkenntnias des 
g&ttlichen Willens besassen.11 
These covenants are referred to in several books of the 
Apocrypha11 namely Wiad. 18:22; Eoclus. 44:11; and 2 Mace. 
8:15. 
Israel had the V O u o9- E<1""1~ also., as referred to in the 
I • 
quotation of Stoeckhardt just given. They alone had been 
given the special revelation of God's Law at Mt. Sinai. and 
.from this followed yet another peculiar privilege of theirs,. 
( 
P the cultus of the tabernacle and the 
temple, the only true and legitimate cultus in the world. 
C , / 
In addition to these., ()( { E. 17of ( (lt{ ( fJ( ( belonged to 
the Israelites. These were the many Messianic prophecies 
around which the major portion of Jewish thought revolved 
at the time of Christ. To Isr~el belonged also the great 
patriarchs11 those giants of faith •. to whom the promises of 
God were first given. But the greatest prerogative of the 
Jewish people was the fact that from them Ghrist came 
according to His human natu.re., "as concerning the flesh." 
This verse has generally been interpreted two ways. 
Briefly., one group of scholars feel that the latter part 
lloeorge Stoeclchardt, Brief Pauli .!!! lli RBmer 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House., 1907). P• 4,l.8. 
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of t he ver s e is a relative clause r eferring back to Christ 
and t he other group considers it to be a doxoloe y to God 
i n general. The f irst view g iven hPs been the t r adi tional 
one , a s S toeckhardt tells us: 
Diese Fassung f i ndet sich be i allen Kirch envltern, 
be i n den \llteren kath olischen und protestantiscnen 
Theo lo~e n und fa st slmmtl i chen neueren Exegeten, 
z. b. J.1lich aelis, Kappe , Ti1ol uck, Flatt, Usteri, 
Olshausen, i.iaier, Beck , Gass, Bisp ing, Krummac her, 
J a t he , Jahn , Hodg e, Philippi, Thomasius, Hofmann, 
Deli tsch, Ebr ar d , Se l bst Ri t schl, 
1
~rank, Godet, 
Sc hmidt, ·we i ss, Luthardt, Schulz. 
Of ti1e modern school v>1e have Althaus agreeing with this 
vi ew, more or less: 
Der s atz ist eine Aus s age \!tber Christus. Gewiss 
behandelt ·Jaulus das Geheirnnis der " Gottheit Christi" 
iminer mit gros ser Zur\ic khal t ung . Aber das s er, trotz 
alle r sonstigen Untersche i dung, den Gottesnamen auf 
Chri s t us s o zu ~bertrae en vermag, i st v on seinem Christus-
Gl auben her n icht \iberraschend: Chris·tus ist f\ir 
Paulus j a der "Herr", d. h . er t ut Go t tes Werk . Chr istus 
r i cht et, Chri s t us \ibt vorerst d as g ottliche VJ el tregi-
ment aus ( 1 Kor. 15: 25). Christus eignet flir ·Paull.us 
d i e .~anze Herr lichkeit un1 Ma jest~t des ewi gen Go t t e s. 
Paulus bete t zu Christus.~3 
Gr arnmati c ally t h is view is a lso well-founded, s i nce 
n at urally a pplies to what precedes. It is also a v ery 
' I 
n at ural antithesis SU:·; 0ested by /fCI( Tot d'OCfkei.. 
Over against t his view i s the one which consi ders 
these words to be a dox ology to God. The basis f or t h is 
- - ---- - --
12stoeckhardt, ..9.12. cit., P • !µ9 • 
13paul Althaus, "Der Brief an die R~mer11 , Das Neue 
Testament Deutsch, edited by Paul Althaus and Johannes 
Behn ( GBttingen: - Vandenhoeck ~ Ruprecht, 1949), VI, 850 
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opinion is that the first interpretation does not fit in 
v,i th Paul 9 s Cb.r1stology.. F'or example I"aeyer states:: 
Ye t Paul has never used the express t9 ~ 0.$ of Ghrist, 
s :tnce he has not adopted11 like John, the Alexandl .. lan 
fo rm of conceiving and settint; forth the divine 
essence of Chris·t 11 but has adhered to the popular con-
cret e, strictly monotheistic terminology~ not raodi-
.f i ed by ph ilosophical speculation even for ·the desig-
n a tion of Christ; Wd he always accurately distinguish-
es God and CbJ}ist.~~ 
Or ag a in: 
Besides the 1nsuporn::,le difficulty would be introduced, 
that there Christ would be called not merely and 
s imply 6) t<.? .s, 11 but even God over .fil, and copse-
quently would be designated as ~ o.s IT« ilco tt. fot. r w p , 
which ls absolutely incompatible with the entire view 
of the N~ T. as to the dependence of the Son on the 
Fathor.15 
Dodd concurs with Meyer in this view. However a num-
b er of t h ing s havo tc be so.id about this interpretation. 
First ·there are a number of passages in the New Testament 
in which Paul does equate Christ with God, namely, 
2 'l'hess. l:12J) Eph. 5:5, and especially Phil. 2:9-11. The 
Pas toral Epistles also refer to G-l1rist as God, but r,1eyer 
again thinks this 11 wQuld be one of tho .signs of a post-
apostoli~ eyochu and so calls such passages as Titus 2:13 
"specious." 
l4Meyer, .22.• £ii•, PP• 361-362. 
15Ibid. 
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Ho\•tovel' thei--•e are several other objections to this 
view. As has been :sto.ted 1t is a rather free u2e of gram-
"' .;>/ 
mar to separate the O WV . from what precedes. In addi-
,. \ / 
tion if this were a doxology the positi..,on o.f t J ~\Of 1 ,-05 
would be unparalleled. 1n a doxology. f _: A 
1 
( 1 ,--c....., :11:e-
g ins all doxologies to God except uhere f c v • t T O c ( i 
,;, I 
or tCS"' ,- u> precedes. In only ono instance does the LXX 
f ail to observe this,, namely in Ps. 68, 19, and hers it is 
11 mistranslation~ ao pointed out by Lenski. .fT 7 sl l 
T : ·1·1 I -~Lis used more than thirty times in the Old Testa-
ment. 
Whether the first i n terpretat1on is accepted or not 
in no way influences the doctrine of tha deity of Christ. 
That is certainly brought out in o.ny number of other rerar-
ences in the New Testament. Lenski states the net result 
correctly v1hen he says: 
The two s i des are not balanced or on a par as ~ar as 
dogmatics are con.cernodii so that the orthodox find 
their orthodoxy in this passage, and the unorthodox 
their unorthodoxy. In tho case of the latter very 
much is at stake; in the case of th~ former nothing 
whatever is at sta..~e. If this is a doxoloror to the 
Fatherii we are happy to aecept it; but if this proves 
to be a description of Christ•s deity, then every l6 
denial of th.at deity is once more branded as false. 
l6Lensk1ii .212• sJ,l.., p. 586. 
CHAPTER III 
9: 6-29 THE THUE I SRAEL VERSUS Tiill OUTWAHD ISRAEL. 
GOD'S ELECTION DEPENDS ON HIS FREE CHOICE 
WiiICll IS NOT UNJUST. 
A. 9:6-13 God's Wor d Has Not Fallen Because the 
True I srael is Not the Nation 0£ Israel. 
Mere Physical Descent does not make a 
Person a True Israelite. 
With verse six Paul once more returns to the speci:fic 
problem of the Jews and their rejection of God. He answers 
a question wh ich he sees raised in the minds of many o:f his 
lis teners and readors, namely, "Does not this fact prove 
that God's Word has fallen from its position of authority?'' 
"Here God has given all those promises in His Word, as in 
J'erenliah 2J:6, to the effect that Israel would be blessed 
through the i'.1esaiahi> and now they have rejected Him." "Cer-
tainly this p1 .. oves those promises to have been empty." 
Paul answers these remarks with a definite " No, it is not 
that the Word of God h-a.s fal1en from its high position." 
"First. of all we must establish the true Israel. Just be-
cause a man happens to be a member of the nation or Israel 
does not mean that he is part of the true Israel to whom 
God made these promisos." This is nothing more than an 
application of the words of Christ, "That which is born or 
19 
flesh is flesh." But these words are important in that 
they form part of the context for the later study of chap-
ter eleven. verse twenty-six. Paul very carefully dis-
tinguishes between the genuine, true. spiritual Israelites 
and those who exte1'nal.ly happon to be the descendants of 
Abraham. 
This concept that all Israelites R_e~ .:!.!. belonged to 
that group which roceived the promises o~ God was one or 
t he loading errors in the Je~ish thinking of Paul's and 
Chl"ist• s day. Hence the Apostle an1pll!'ies his line of · 
thought with further proof. As Nygren says, "Since they 
\,ere tho children of .Ao1'"aham., they held that the promises 
vre1 .. e theirs as a matter of course. 11 1 However, they should 
not have made such a mistake. From tho very beginning, 
even in the life of Abraham himself. God had made this 
~ :,I , 
point clear when he told Abraham, E V (J"O<OI. I( 
. t\ ~ / / 
""- A 1 C7~ 0-1:..? Ol I 00( (}/T f f;U t){ • Denney states:: 
Gotl from the very f irst made a d~stinction here, 
and derinitely announced that the seed or Abraham 
to which the promise belonged should come in the 
line of Isaac -- not of Ishmael. though he also 
could call Abraham father.~ 
Hence the promises of God did not rest on all the natural 
lAnders Nygren. Coromentar~ on Romans (Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press. 19!4-9) • P• 36 • 
2Jamea Denney. 11st. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.R The 
Expositor's Greek Testament, edi~ed by w. Robertson Nico'lr-
(Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publ. Co., n. d.), II. 659. 
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descendants 0£ Abraham# but only on those whom God chose. 
Paul thon goes on to tell us \'fho the true child1•en of 
Aoraham really areo Mot those who are Abra~a.~'s children 
according to t;he 1'lash are to be reckoned as children of 
God, but only those are to be considered such who are the 
children of promi se, \7ho have been elected by God and who 
believe ln Himo Such thinking we.sentirely foreign to the 
Jewss, even as it is to men generally. Nygren writes: 
Only to the spiritual Israel were the promises given. 
But now Israel according to the flesh seeks to appro-
priate the promises and use them as the basis of 
claims on Go_d. They hold defiantly that they belong 
to the peculiar people, because they are children or 
Abraham. But Paul does not admit that. A3ainst men's 
claims he~ God~s sovereignty. Men think that they 
can use-rrod's promises as basis for claims on God; they 
think they can thus obligate God. But instead, God's 
sovereignt.y is manifest 1n the very prowisas; they 
show that Ha is above all human claims.~ 
Paul goes on to show that this did not only happen 
in the first generation with Isaac and Ishmael 11 but even 
in the next generation, thus indicating the real nature or 
,the ca.seo In the case of Jacob and Esau the example is 
most striking. "oth of them had the same father and mother, 
were in fact twins born at the same time, and yet, even 
beforo they had been delivered only one was elected by God 
to be the child of' promise. Some may have thought that the 
fact that Ishmael was not the son of a free woman influ-
3Nygren, .2£• ~., p. 362. 
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e~ced God's decision in that case. But here we have a case 
in which the two people involved were exactly alike in 
every respect regarding their statuo. Yet God chooses one. 
not t h e other. As Nygren puts it: 
Though they were so alikeg the outcome for each was 
so dlfferent that Scr iptui•e saws "Jacob I lovedJ, but 
Esau I hated0 (or. !Jial. l:2f).'+ 
'l'he iraport or this line of thought is g iven us by 
Dod d ~hen he comments: 
Thus, i£ descent from Abraham g ives a title to tho 
H1nher itance11 11 Jew and Edomite are on the same foot-
ing . No Jaw coul_d admit this.5 
Or as Godet writes:; 
But could Isaac and his race, though proceeding from 
Abrahe.ta and that through the intervention of a divine 
factorg be regarded without any other condition as 
r eal c hlldi•en of God? Evidently not ; !'or if the faith 
of' Abraham himself ceased to belong to them, they be-
ca.ne again a puraly carnal seed. It must then be 
foreseen that the same law of exclusion which had 
boem applied to Ishmaelg in favor of Isaac, would 
anew assert its right even within the posterity or 
the latter. This is what came about immediately, as 
is seen . in the s~cond ai§araple qt1oted by the apostle, 
tha t of Esau and Jacob. 
One of the keywords in this ontir•e section, as has 
~ , 
been noted is f_ T[ OI a ( f A ' o{ ' 11promise. n It was because 
~ / 
~Nygren, .22• cit., p. 363. ~µ I CF1, oa can also 
be translated correctly as "loved iesa." cf. Matthew 6:24; 
Luke 11.p26. 
>c. H. Dodd, "The Epistle o!' Paul to the Romans," 
Moffat New Testament Commentarz ( llew York: Harper and 
Brotndrs;-1932), P• 1;-6." 
6F. Godet, St. Paul's Epistla to the Romans,tranalated 
by R;v. A. Cusin (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 1883), P• 348. 
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the J ews did not understand the true nature of the promises 
of God that they r e jected Christ. First of all they did 
not unders tand who were exactly children of promise, that 
is not everybody9 but only t hose whom. God had elected to 
this pos i tion. And even a~ God chose to diferentiate between 
the ch ildren of Abraham ~~d Isaac, even so he d1ferentiatea 
yet today. Hence all cla i ms to any "rights" are not valid. 
Denney declares: 
Cla i ms as of right 8 therefore> made against God, are 
f utilo 9 whether they are based on descent or on works. 
Thore is no way in which they can be established; and 
as we have just seeng God acts in ontiro disregard of 
them •• oo •• No Jewish birth, no legal works, can give a 
man a c l a im wh ich God ls bound to honor; ·and no man 
urging such claims can say that God's word has become 
of no effect though his cla ims are disaJ.lowedSI a"fd he 
:30ts no part in the inhoritance of God's people. 
The point to be noted here then is that the promises 
of God are in no way dependant upon man, as far as their 
validity is concerned. They are g iven by the sovreign God 
when and where He pleases and upon whom He pleases. Man has 
nothing to do with this bestowal. However. it must not be 
overlooked that the central thought of this paragraph is: 
mere physical descent does not make a person a true Israelite. 
But the Jews misunderstood the promises of God in yet 
another way. in that they failed to realize that these pro-
mi.ses of God Ytere grasped only by faith• and not by an auto-
7Denney, op. cit., P• 660. 
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matic operation such as mere heredity. Paul has empha-
sizod this point many times before9 for example. 1n 
Romans 4:16 where we are told that the promise belongs to 
those who possess faith. and especially also in Galations 3. 
The promises of God can only be ·recelved through faith. 
This is the factor which determines whether any person is 
a true child of God9 as Paul \'ll'ites in verse eight. Lenski 
puts it aptly when he writesD "\'le are children of the 
promise when this promise leads us to believe what it pro-
misea .. "8 
We must l>e careful not to equate the Israelites men-
tioned by Paul ~n verse fou.~ with the true Israelites. 
Nor can we restrict the prerogatives mentioned there to 
only the true children of promise. Those prerogatives be-
longed to the entire theocratic Israel. As Stoeckhardt 
s.ptly writes:: 
Es lat verkehrt, wenn man die V. 1-5 genannten Priro---
eat 1 ven Israels auf die gllubigen. frornmen Israelited 
restringiert. Dieae sind vielmehr characteristica 
eben dieses Volks. Gesammt-Israels. Von dem Israel 
nach dem Fleisch. welches all leiblichen Nachkommen 
Abrahams. Isaaks, Jacobs umfasst. 1st nun abAr das 
Israel nach dem Geist wohl zu untersoheiden.~ 
BR. c. H. Lenski• The Tnterpretation of St. Paul's 
Epistle ~ ~ Romans (ColWnbus: Wartburg~ress. 194S). 
P• 579• 
9George Stoeckhardt, Brief Pauli an die R~mer: (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing House. 1907). P• q26. 
Consequently we see that Paul in those verses makas a 
very clear distinction between the true Israel ·(the children 
of promise) and· the physical Is1•a0l ( all the rest). The 
danger of misinterpreting these verses arises when these 
distinctions are blurred or ignored. Again Stoeckhardt 
states the problem concisely when ho writes:: 
Die Verhelssung galt allen Iaraeliten. sofern der 
verheissene Chris"l:;us a.us Ia1,ael Fleisch und Blut 
annebrnen sollte und angenommen hat, und sofern in 
der Verheissung und sp~ter in der Predigt des Evan-
geliums allen Israeliten das Heil angeboten wurde., 
Die eigentlichen Kinder der Verheissung sind aber 
nur diejenigen Israellten, in deren Berzen auch die 
Vei'"heissung haftet 0 welche die Verheissung und dam1 t 
acch das Heil in Christo im Glauben aich Zugeeignet 
ha.ben.10 
~__,,...._·-~ -----
l .~toeckhardt, 02. cit.g PP• ·426-27. 
B. 
2.5 
God 0~1·t !'linly :ts 1fot Unjust in Hla Actions. 
Rathf>::.' .:\: is the £ s ,3ence oi' Mercy11 Rejecting 
Only T.h:.fl ·.:, Who h e.v·e I:Iardenad Themselves to 
His ru(~Z' ·, y . 
These verses h ,i{;'..i-:1 a dif:ferent line of thought for 
Paul in which he diacuasea the soverelgity of God and the 
divine will :!.n the plan of salvation. H-e begins by asking 
the logical question which must arise from his thoughts in 
t he preceding ve1 .. ses 0 namely,, "Doesn't this make God's 
actions w1just? Men judge each other by their deeds9 but 
now we are told God does not depend upon deeds, but per-
forms his wi 11 independently. 11 Or as Sa.'1.day and Headlam 
put i t : 
If v,hat you say is true that God rej ect.s ·one and 
accepts another apart :from either privilege of birth 
or human merit» is not His conduct arbitrary and uno 
just?J.l 
{ 
Paul \:Till have none of this. ,.U '7. 0e})o<,o he says em-
phatically.12 There are two implications i n his answer. 
First of all he absolutely casts out any thought of un-
r i ghteousnoss in connection with God. Such a thought would 
llwilliam Sanday and Arthur HeadJ.am• "The Epistle to 
the Romans,» International Critical Commentary. edited by 
Samuel Driver, Alfred Plummer and Charles Briggs ( New York:. 
Charles Scrlbner•s Sons, 1896), P• 251. 
12This strong answer of Paul's rules out the interest-
ing view of Origen regarding verses 14-18. The early church 
fathers placed these verses into the mouth of a possible 
objector. Hence not Paul, but his opponents would speak 
them. However. the u.1 y {))o L ro makes this interpreta-tion rather untenable. U 
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fill him 1lith shuclcioring. At variou.s places in the epistle., 
viz. 3:26, he has spoken of God's just1co, and !1.0VT to 
., r I 
speak of at. 0 i k. 1 0( in God would be impossible. The 
second tmplication i s mo1->e rar-reach:tng., for 1t te.kas in 
the validity of the qilestion itself., wh ether any man can 
pre sume to knov, by \·:hat standards he c an call God righteous 
or tinr i ghteous. Nygren writ~as:: 
We get the impression that the problem of theodicy 
doe s not even exist for him(Paul) -- and that for 
good reasons. F'or ther e is a bae1c fault L""l all 
that concera.s t heodicy: it measures God by human 
s t andaI·ds • .J 
Wilen God has dona something or decre ad someth ing, man can-
n ot j udge t he right or wrong of those acts or words. Hence, 
Pa ul , nmre or l e ss., disallows the question and takes up the 
pr oblem from the only objective position, namely, that of 
God. He s hows that God alone is sovereign in all that he 
does. Already hundreds of years ago in his dealings with 
,1os ea this fact is born0 out. The mention of Moses i s sig-
nificant. For certainlyD he1 if anyone, would be worthy of 
earning God's mercy, yet even to him God said, "I will have 
me..,•cy on whom I vlill have mercy, and I will have compassion 
on \Vhom I will have compassion." Lenski writes: 
Thi e iB not an attompt to tone down, to excuse, to 
make apology; this is the very opposite, a state-
m~nt that is intended to be pxtreme to the very 
point of apparent 1njust1oel~ 
13Nygren, .22.• ~·o P• 365. 
l4Lensk1g .2E.• ill• D P• 607 .• 
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Ono value of the reference by Paul is that it demon-
strates how God makes IIis decls:tons. Nono of tho:n 1n any 
way are influencod by human factors. Denney boars this 
out: nThe point 1s that in ahovling mercy God is deter-
mi ned by nothing outaido or His mercy itsolf.nl.5 And 
Lensld also says: 
The truo sovereignty in connection with God1 s mercy 
and pity is that he extend~ it to whomever he will, 
unhampered, unrtrntricted by limits that men may set 
up:,. undisturbed by charges of injustice that men's 
foolish reasoning may pre~er. In this blessed sover-
eignty he shapes what he will do so that the sweet 
purpose .of mercy r~d of pity will be attained to the 
u tmost among men. o 
Thus God must be thought first of all and above all 
a ~ sovereign in everything He does. This sovereignty 
means that even if He would act arbitrarily, according to 
human t hinking. man s'tlll could not complain. since God is 
sovere i gn. But, of course0 God cannot even rightly be 
accused of injustice by our ol-m frail standards, for Ilia 
mercy is seen at every turn. "Surely then there has been 
no injustice but only mercy," Sanday concludes.17 
Paul himself continues with this conclusion in refer-
ence to the portion of Scripture which he quoted. The 
question 1s then not what man wills or how he operates, but 
l.5Denney, .212.• £.!!•DP• 662. 
16Lensk1, .22• .£.!!.•, P• 609. 
17Sanday and Hoadlam, .22• ~·• p. 2$2. 
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solely the mercy of God. Stoeckhardt auras it up thusi 
Das Subject. daa der Apostol lm Sinn hat. 1st 
offenbar die g8ttliche Begnadigung. Dioselbe 1st 
in keine~ Vieiso von des Menschen Streben und an-
gelegen·l:;lichera BemuhenD Sjftdern ledlglich von Gott. 
Gottes Erbarmen abhiingig. 
Howeve1 .. in the next t,10 vex•sesii 17-18P Paul brings in 
an example of how this pi-•incipal works which causes many 
to stumble. In these verses Paul brings up the subject of 
Phe.I•aohi, thinking of him probably 1n connection with his 
reference to Moses. lie states that God "raised upn 
Pharaoh to manifest His power and glorify His name in and 
tbroue;h the hardening of Pharaoh's heart. There are several 
conolderations which must be l<ept in mind as we deal with 
these verses. One of the most important is determining the 
tz•ue nature of what ls meant by C>k.A.1f J t.Jf t• When God 
says in verse eighteen that He will harden tho hearts o~ 
those whom lie wills, it does not mean that He is the author 
of unbelief as well as belief~ of damnation as well as sal-
vation. The "hardeningn mentioned here cannot be equated 
with sin in general as many men have treated it who say 
that all unbelieving sinr.ers have been "hardened'' in that 
condition. The hardening referred to here is the special. 
sin ,vhich knowingly rejects the g1 .. ace of God and the Holy 
Spirit repeatedly and without r -eason. When God hardened 
Pharaoh's heart., it was only after Pharaoh had done this 
lBstoeckhardt, _ga. ~ •• P• 434. 
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already. This is vital, as Godet shows, "But what must 
not. be rorgotten, and uhat appoars distinctly from the 
whole narrative, is, that Pharaoh's hardening was at first 
his own act."19 In the account given us in Exodus it is 
stated that Pharaoh v1ent completely against his own better 
knowledge, thnt of hls wise men as we11 as that of Moses 
and Aaron, and hardened his heart some five times before 
God eventually set the concrete which Pharaoh himself had 
m~xod. It is true that God uses this hardening for his 
own purposes, but that is an ent irely different matter. 
Paul quotes Exodus 9~ 16 whe1 .. 0 God Himself states this fact. 
Stoockhardt writes. 11Diese 13oshe1t., diesor Ungehorsam war 
nicht von Gott. Das BSse kommt nicht von Gott. Wohl aber 
macht Gott das BBse. das er hasst, seinen Zwecken dienstbar 
und braucht as zu seines Nam.ens Ehre."20 Godet gives a 
similar interpretation: 
He (Pharaoh) has rejected salvation for himself• he 
was free to do so; but he cannot prevent God from 
now making use of him and of his ruin to advance the 
salvation of others. From b~ing the~. he is de-
graded to the rank of means. 
Unfortunately t his distinction between hardening and 
s i n in general has often been overlooked, and these verses 
19oodet • .El?.• El:i•• P• 355. 
20stoeckhardt, .2£• ..£.!!.•, P• 436. 
2laodet • ..22• ill•• p. 355. 
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have been acclaimed as teaching a double predestination. 
Some Vil .. 1 ters state it more baldly than others, but never-
theless$> somehow God is made responsible for the rejection 
of sinner s 9 and not their sin. For example ,.,e find such 
statements as the following by Denney:-: 
The two mode s i n which God acts upon man are showing 
mercy and hardeningp a~d it depends upon God's w11
2
1 
i n which of t hese t wo modes He actually does act.2 
Or a s Weyer stat es: 
Tho clear and s i mple s ense of the apostle is, that 
it depends on the free determination of God's will 
whether to bless 11i th His saving mercyjl or, on the 
othel" hand, to put into that spiritual condition,. 
in which e. man can be no object of His saving mercy.23 
Thi s soems to be t he logical conclusion0 no doubt, but 
as sta ted hef orep man 's mind cannot operate on the same 
level as God's. And why He chooses some and not others no 
one c an determine.. .It is and must remain one oft he mys-
t er ies of God. What we do know is that God is merciful and 
wants all sinners to be saved, offering th~m His grace and 
mercy, not only once but repe~tedly as Lenski tells us: 
The door of mercy ia not shut at one~ on the salt~ 
hardened so that they crash into the locked door 
with a bang . !!, might rush to close it thus. God's 
mercy closes it gradually and is ready to open it 
wide again at the least show of repentance in answer 
22nenney# .2.E.• -9..!1., p. 662. 
23Heinrich A. w. Meyer. nEpistle to the Romans," Meyer's 
Commentarz on the New Testament, edited by Heinrich Neyer 
and translated by John c. Moore (New York: Funk&: W8 gnalls, 
1884), v, 376-377. 
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gradQally clos1n~ door are utterly 1~4va1n door sink regretfully into its lock. 
does tho 
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c. 9:19-21 God Can No More be Made Responsible For the 
Sinful Condition of Some Men Over Others than 
a Potter Can be Blamed for Making Pots for 
Dishonor. The Whole Question is Simply not 
Valid. 
~ . , f' ~ a.: 1Ec Paul has barely. wr i tten vv O " lJ \. A Ok.. 1\1 -
I f u Vt l whon he visualizes an opponent corning up w1 th an 
ob jection, an d he f orestalls this objection by answerin0 it 
a t once. It is a question which involves deep things. The 
l ine of thought it contains is this: If' it is the sover-
eign God who detarmines who shall have mercy and who shall 
be har dened in their sin, how can He rind fault with those 
whom He hardens and complain about them? And if we carry 
t his t hought out farther, we would arrive at & logical ex-
treme, n amely, the annihilation of all free will in man• s 
lif e and consequently all morality. Man is reduced to a 
robot. Some writers have pursued this line of thinking as. 
for example, Dodd: 
If i t is His will that men should act like Pharaoh, 
He cannot condemn them for doing so. In other words, 
a mechanical determinism annihilates morality. And, 
of course, the objector is right. Paul has driven 
himself into a position in \"lhich he has to deny that 
God's freedom of action is limited (not now by phy-
sical or h2P-torical necessity, but) by moral consi-derations.~ . 
Dodd's analysis of the background for tho question is cor-
rect, but it can hardly be said that Paul has driven himselr 
25nodd, .22• ~., P• 156. 
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to the extreme position of denying that God operates or 
must operate by moral considerations. Denney more reserv-
edly writes. tha t lf Moses and Pharaoh both are to be ex-
plained the same way then: 
The moral interr>x>etation of the v,orld is annulled 
by the religious one. If God is equally behind the 
most opposite moral phenomena, then it is open to 
any one to say11 what Paul here anticipates will be 
said11 T f 'Y r'I ,U { M <£) f ra ( ; \Vhy does lae still 
find faultf For who withstands his resolver2° 
Lenski 1 .. ecognizes the greater implications oi: this 
question also as over agninst those answered in verse thir-
teen. He states: 
These questions involve far more than the one asked 
in 1• 1.3. For 111 v. 13 the interrogative particle 
Pi.YI implies that,, in whatever way the dif.!'iculty 
i s ~olvedg such a thing as injustice on the part of 
God is out of tho question; but here the implication 
is that the victim of God's counsel cannot possibly 
be blamod by the God who resolved that counsel. the 2 whole blame rests on God who determined that counsel. 7 
Thus Paul is faced with the most crucial question which 
will come up in his entire discussion of the sovereignty of 
God. How do0s he deal with it? First of all• Paul defi-
nitely rejects the implication involved• namely. that man 
can fathom the depths .of God's mind. He uses intensive 
A 
language such as /.A. t V O vv rt. ti)>, and the vocative W to 
indicate the strongnoss of his feeling. He simply will not 
allow the question to stand. Denney. writes: 
26nenney, .21?.• ~., P• 662. 
27Lensk1, .22• .£.!1•, p. 618. 
Paul 0 as has been observed above, does not refute, 
but repels the objection. It 1s inconsistent, he 
urgess, w2§h the relation of the . creature to tho Creator. 
Paul takes this stand based on his view of the unlimi-
ted divine omnipotence as brought out in the preceding ver-
ses and repudi ates the question as unwarranted. As 
Melachthon puts it, "abrumpit quaestionera. 11 He then illu-
s't1 .. ates his a tt;itude b)" bringing in the relation of the 
c l ay t o its potter. His ans!;'Ter is e ssentially the same he 
gavo in versos fourteen to eighteen, but with this figure 
he wi shes to show both the ridiculousness and the pres~p-
tion evidenced in ·the obj action. 
The s tory was a f amiliar one to the ears of anyone 
acquainted with t he Old Tes t ament, where both Isaiah and 
Je~emiah use the picture. Does clay in the hands of a pot-
ter r! se up and direct the potter a1:1 to the shape he shall 
give tho claf? More than that even0 does the clay rise up 
and censure or blame the potter if the potter has chosen tQ 
make part or the clay a vessel or honor and another part or 
the clay a vessel of dishonor? The dif£1culty of this ex-
ample introduced by Paul lies in determining exactly where 
the yertium comparationis is to be found. All those com-
mentators who have either a Reformed background or inter-
pret verses fourteen to oightoen as speaking of a double 
28nenney, .2E.• .9.!i•o P• 663. 
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predestinat:ton tend to interpret these verses in the same 
light. The g ist of the arg~~ents is as follows then: Man 
is an influence in the life and actions of God as little as 
clay is in the hands of the pot~er. As absolutely as a pot-
t er determines what he will do with the clay on his wheelp 
so also God determines in His will what He will do with men. 
In other words, it strengthens their view that the sover-
eignty of God implies not only election to salvation but 
also election to damnation. Lenski explains: 
Dodd~ 
Calvinism finds its peculiar sovereignty of God in 
t his verse: supralapsarian Calvinism the sovereignty 
which created some men to fall and to be damned and · 
other m.en to be saved despite the fall,, both accord-
ing to an absolute decree; infralapsarian Calvinism 
the sovereignty v;hich f'rom the sam0 fallen lump of 
humanity decreed and shaped some to salvation and 
<lecreed f\nd ::;haped some to damnation •. Such a sover-
eignty which is contrarx
9
to God•s very nature as 
"Ct J"- rr "l does not exist. c; 
Another such example. rather extreme, is given us by 
I t is a well-worn illustration. But tho , trouble is 
that a man is not a pot; he will ask. "Why did you 
make r.ne like this?" and he will not be bludgeoned 
into silence. It is the weakest point in the whole 
epistle •••• When Paull' no1"'mally a clear thinker,, be-
comes obscure# it usually means that he is embar-
rassed by the posit ion he has taken up. !tis surely 
so here.JO · 
It is evident then. that the interpretation given these 
29Lensk1,, .21?.• £.!.l•• P• 620. 
30oodd,, .22.• ~.,, P• 159. 
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vo~ses will depend largoly upon the view taken earlier re-
garding verses fo~~teen to eighteen. Lenski would s:>lve 
the whole problem by saying that the tertium is only one 
of blam~D namely, that the potter eannot be blamed for 
turn ing out one vessel for honor and another for dishonor.31 
But thi s is an over-simplification. Stoeckhardt brings 
out the tertium ably w·hen he says, 11D1e l.ieinung ist of'fen-
bar die~ dass Gottp der Sch8prer, freiea Verf&gungsrecht 
U.ber sein.e Creaturen hat. 1,32 
He emphasizes toop however, that this must not be 
11nderstood to go beyond that said about vers 1.:.; fourteen. 
Godet makes a clarifying statement showl. ng that tha 
point or emphasis is not on the clay but rather on the pot-
ter and bow he operates with it. 
For ·the potter does not conutd t the absurd! ty 0£ hold-
ing the clay rea"R_onsible for its auperior or inferior 
quality. But 'ttie question is not in the least about 
the Eroductlon of the clay, and consequently about its 
qua11tlesg but solely abottt the use which is made of 
i i-; as he fin<ls it:, and adapts it as be~t he can to the 
diffe r ent uses he proposes to himselr.JJ 
Sanday and Readlarn hold a view in exact opposition to 
that expressed by Godot$ stating that the idea of creation 
is definitely implied, and not just merely the adaptation 
31Lensk1, .2£• cit., P• 620. 
32stoeckhardt, .2E.• ~•# P• 454. 
33Godet, .2.a• ~•i P• 357. 
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~11ado ~y the potter.34 Yet again here the whole matter will 
r-e s t on the view takan of verses .fou.rteen to eighteen. 
Fo1 .. this is merely a carry-through of the attitudes which 
govern thos e verses. 
A few words should b0 directed speci:f'ioally to the 
I 
0 1umpil o.f clay II the cp (.) ( 0( (A at. • Some have felt that 
I 
this was ·!;he Jewish nation from whom God elects or rejects 
people. This view br·ea.ks dovmP however9 ,~hen we consider 
l ater verses twenty-three and twenty-four, \•1here \Te are 
told that the vesaels of honor are elected from among the 
Gentiles as well as from among the Jews. Godet defines 
I rur°'- fA.(X aptly thus: 
The lu~p therefore repres ents the whole of humanity, 
not humanity as God .creates it . .i> but in the state b 
Yfhich H:e finds it every momont when He puts it to 
t he s ervice oI' His klngdo::n. This state includes for 
each individual the whole series or free dete~~!na-
t ions which he.Ye gone to make him what he is.-' 
Hence we cannot arrive at a clear, completely logical, 
an d all-in clusive answer to t he question raised 1n these 
verses on the basis of human understanding. Paul says that 
to do ao we should have to be the potter or God Himsel.f. 
We can on l:y look at the many vessels of honor which he did 
shape through his mercy, when all by their own actions were 
destined only to dishonor. To attempt to solve and categor-
34sanday &. Headlam, ~· ill•, p. 260. 
35Godet, ~· El!•, P• 358. 
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ize all of God"s mysteries can lead us farth:er away from · 
God rather than to God as Stoeckhardt bears out: 
Das ist auch eine Warnung flu- die aus den Schranken 
getrotene Theologie, welche mit 1hr kleinen, d~stern 
Vernunf'tlicht alle Geheimnisse im Himmel und au!' 
Erden lichten und klliren will und Alles, wao nicht 
1n ihren engen
3
8ahmen pasat, keck und frech 
hinwegleugnet. 
And we are in good company when ~e keep this warning 
in t·aind. For Luther him.self' v;as honest and humble enough 
to see these dangers, as Stoeckb.ardt writes: 
Es 1st genug·, wie Luther ••• bemerkt, dass wir nur 
das wissen, dass in Gott ein gewisser unerf'orsch-
licher Will~ 1st, so wait geht dir orrenbarung; 
aber warum und wie weit er wolle, geb\lbrt uns 
nicht zu fragen und wis~,n zu wollen, denn das 
hat Gott uns verborgen. . 
36stoeQkhardt, .21?.• £.!i•, P• 455. 
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D. 9:22-29 God Cannot be Galled Unjust. H1s Mercy is 
Evidenced Not Only by the Fact that He Has 
Elected Some to Grace, but Also by the Great 
-Patience and Long-auf.fering He Shows to Those 
Vlho Reject Him. And His Mercy has Fal. lon not 
Only on Those Elected From the Jews, but Also 
Upon Certain Ones Elected From the Gentiles. 
Beginn ing wtth verse twenty-two Paul takes a new turn 
in his t hinking an d brings i n references from history to 
show tha t God certainly ca!h""l.ot be called unjust. The 1'1rst 
verses are somewhat difficult to ha.,dle grammatically be-
cause we have a conditional sentence without the apodosis, 
and t he r eader• SBems to be left in mid-air. One or the im-
portant clues, however11 is the use we make or ~ £ A..W/J . 
This participle must be understood as . conceas1ve to bring 
out t he f ull meaning. Then the translation will be as fol-
lows: 
But if God. although he desired to manifest his 
~rath and to make known his power. with much patience 
bore vessels of wrath, ready for destruction, and if 
he, in order to make lcnown the riches of his glory .[1.. f-'-~ "-..r 
toward vessels of mercy, whom he has prepared before- ::r-;;-;.;.~ 7?~ 
hand for glory ( us, ,1hom he called, not only f'rom _..(.~ 
Jews, but also from Gentiles) ha.a done everything re-
quired to lead these ves,sls to the glory designed for 
them, what shall we say? 
38Frodrich A. Philippi, Commentar &ber ~ Brief Paull 
an die R8mer (~"'rankfurt a. M: Verlag von Heyder & Zirmner, 
I8"6'6T; pp. 447-4S5. This translation of Philippi is intro-
duced here to provide Paul's entire line of thought for the 
following diacuoslon. Tho English rendering is by Dr, Arndt. 
l~o 
The German, obgleich, 1s a parallel as Stoeck~ardt notes: 
Paulus weist hier nachdrl\cklioh aur das Factum him• 
dass God groase Geduld und Langmuth gel\bt hat, und 
zwar obgleich er se1nen Zorn erzeigen und seine Macht 
lcundthun wollte. So 15sen wir das Part1c1p1um aur: 
"obgleich" und nicht "weil er Zorn erzeigen wollte." 
Denn die Langmuth Gottea scheint mit seinem Zorn 
nicht zu harmoniren.J9 . · 
We would note here also the term given ~y Paul to 
those upon whom God has exercised this long-sut'fering. 
( ~ A. 
They are called. OK f.4.)1 op l(~S , a term which tits 
in with the explanation given in the previous pages. For 
some commentators feel that Paul 1n verses twenty-two to 
twenty-nine starts out on an altogether new tack having be-
come comple tely tied up in his thinking in the previous 
verses. Denney, for example, states that Paul has plainly 
roached the point or impasso.40 Rather we see also 1n 
these verses the same general line of thinking in the mind 
or Paul as in the previous ones. And that is brought out 
, ~ A 
by tfA.t lJ? Of ('1S , "vessels or ~rath, who were ripe £or 
destruction." Notice that Paul 1s very careful and doea 
not say what made them vessels or wrath. He says rather 
that God had great longsu£fering and unusual patience 1n 
dealing with these people. That leaves us only one conclu-
sion. namely that they themselves had made themselves such 
"vessels or wrath." And they had been such for a long time. 
39stoeckhardt, .22• .2.ll•, P• 457. 
4.0oenney, .21?.• ill•, p. 664,. 
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The perfact participle bears this out. The thought 1a 
given us by Lenski:: 
Which means that for a long time they have already 
been ripe for their doom. God should have destroyed 
them long ago but delayed and delayed. Although they 
were intolerable to himg he tolerated them, and this 
requlred ttgreat longsuf'fer1ng11 indeed.41-
The point, we vrish to make, is that here a:.Lprev1ously$ 
Paul never 'thinks of God as hardening the hearts of anyone 
before they themselves have hardened their hearts. Rather, 
according to PaulD God shows the greatest amount of patience 
to these people, who really long ago should have been de-
stroyed. Later, in verse twenty-three when Paul speaks of 
I .> \ / 
"vessels of me1 .. cy," <Tl< ~u1 l /\l. OV 5 , he adds a very 
significant phrase, namely, o( Ttf 01 To \)J.Ol. of)) l lS 60}« J). 
Hera, in describing the elect, "Paul does not shrink from -
introducing God as subject. 1142 He does not hesitate for a 
moment to say that in the case ot: the "vessels of mercy" 
they were prepared, elected by God from eternity for glory. 
Hence we have here another instance of how careful Paul is 
to avoid saying that God has elected some to damnation. 
God hardens in sin, yes, but only after a previous self-
mad~ hardening has taken place. 
The relation and meaning of verses twenty-two and 
twenty-three have been variously e~lained. Some writers. 
41tensk1, .22• ~., P• 623. 
42oenney,. .22• _g,U., P• 664. 
as. for ~xample Godet. believe the t\"ro v~rseo to be essen-
tially parallei.43 Such n view does not do justice to the 
C/ )/ 
lVel clause however~ whlch depends on 1})~rKE)) . 
Stoeclchardt gi.ves· us D. co1"rect a.ne.lysia when ho writes: 
Thus 
Die Construction verlliuft ganz ebenmissig• das 
l/ V o(, hlingt von 11 v c; '![ 1._ ~ -J ab und die Me inung 
ist, d a s Gott die Geflsse ~ es Zorns n!cht nur um 
ihrer solbst willen, sondern auch zu dam Zwack in 
grosser Gedul<l getra~en hat, dal!lit er den Reichthum 
~Edner Herrlichkai t kundtblte an clan Ge.flisson des 
Erbarmene. K0<.1 ctvol r vw o (cr-VI ~rov TfAO~TOi) 
~ r. ' I ~ , A'/ ':J \, i. I / ;,, " 44 
I 1 s. 0 D ) i ~ 0( ;) ro u ~ lT I 0- I( f t); f.. I E D i) s • 
Paul means to say that God has not only shown great 
mercy t o t hose who were ready ror destruction. but that He 
has done so in order to be able to show mercy to those whom 
He has called. Sanday & Headlam write: 
St. Paul is no longer confining himself to the special 
case or Pharaoh, although he still remembers 1t, as 
his language shows, but he 1s considering the whole of 
Godcs dealing with the unbelieving Jews, and is laying 
down the principles which will afterwards ho worked 
out in full -- that the Jews had deserved God's wrath, 
but that He had borne with them with great longsuffer-
ing both for th~ir own sakes and for the ultimate good 
of Hia Church. q.;> 
Paul ls hinting here at a matter which he will develop at 
greater length later in Chapter Eleven. 
Uygren similarly views verses twenty-two and twenty-
three as a parallel to verse seventeen and enlarges on this 
43aodet, ..22.• ~ •• P• 362. 
44stoeckhardt, .22• ill•, P• 458. 
4Ssanday & Headlam • ..22.• ~ •• P• 262. 
thought . I n t he latter ver~e we are given the tr.ofold pur-
pose o:r Gou :i.n h :u•dening Pho.raoh' s hem. .. t : ( 1) It gave God 
opport lm.ity to s how His power0 and (2) Godts name was 
t hereby procla imed in all t he eartho Accor ding to Nygren 
thls s ame t woi old or dual purpose can be seen in vers es 
twenty- two and twent y- t hroe, where he gives t he follo\1ing 
reasons f or• God rejecti ng Israel as a "vessel of wrath." 
( 1) Thereby He intends t o shov1 His wrath and make known 
His power o I srael has r efused to believe that God could 
re j ect His people. But now he ia to experience the mani-
fes t ation of God ' s wrath and povrer upon himself and his 
peopl e . ( 2) But God alao has another purpose; and for 
Paul that is t he chief matter in this connection: He t1ill 
raak0 known t he l'iches of His glory for the "vessels of 
mercy .. " Pr ecisely through Israel's hardening, thl.•ough the 
~act that I srael rejected her h~s s iah and was herself re-
j ectod, the gospel has gone forth 1nto all the world, and 
t her e it has made "ves sels of mercy" both of Jews and, even 
rnorep of Gentiles.46 
I a ) ~ 
In verse t ;,.1enty-four Paul defines the <51(! O' i. t\fO t>S • 
They are the elect of God, to be sure, but more than that, 
P'o.ul says, "We are cow1ted among them, both Jew and Gentile." 
Paul introduces the Gentiles here, because as Sanday states, 
44 
"tb.,'i calling of the Gentiles had come through the rejec-
tion of the Jews. n47 Iiere aga.:tn Pe.ul is thinking of that 
all-impor tant point thc.t mere physical descent doe~ not 
make one a true Isrnellto. Denney makes this clear: 
The fact. that both Jews and Gentiles nre called 
sh ows that t h is preparation is not limited to any 
one nati on; tho fac t ·:;hat the called are from am.onra 
both .Jovu3 and Gentiles shows that no one c'ei'lclaim 
God' s mercy ns a rign~8L~ virtue of his birth !n some part icule.r race ... ,. 
Finally Paul s hows that this result of his discussion. 
namely9 that God calla both Jews and Gentiles into his true 
Israel, i s i n full accordance ~1th scripture. Re uses a 
n umber of quotation,; in verses twenty-five to twenty-nine 
~hich the Revised Standard Version translates as follows: 
As indeed he says in Hosea. "Those who were not. my 
peopl o I ,1111 c all 'my psople,' ··.and her y:,ho ,,,as not 
beloved I will call •my beloved.•" "And in the 
v er·y place \7here it v,aa said to them, 'You are not 
my people,' they will be called tsons of the living 
God.' 11 And I s aiah cries out concerning Israel: 
"Though the number of the sons of Israelbe as the 
sand of· the sea, only a relfu""lant of them will be 
saved; for the Lord will execute his sentence upon 
the earth with rigor and dispatch." And as Isaiah 
predicted, "If' the Lord of hosts had not left us 
childrani> we \;ould haJ{e fared like Sodom SJ."1.d beon 
made like Gomorrah. 11 4-"J 
His first quotation agrees roughly with Hosea 2:23 of the 
T-
LXX. In the original text the words refer to the ton tribes. 
47se.nday & Headlam, ~· ill•, p. 263. 
40nenney, .QR• ill•• p. 665. 
49The New Testament.f Revised Standard Version (New York: 
Thomas Nei'soil'& Sons, 1946), PP• 339-340. 
4S 
The "~ot my people" and the"Bo~ beloved• were the namea ot 
a son and daughter ot Hosea who symbolized the kingdom ot 
Israel. They had .been rejected ot God, but were destined 
to be restored once more to the tavor of God. Paul applies 
the principle which underlies these words to the calling ot 
the Gentiles. The verse shows to Paul that God can include 
1n his family those who were p~ev1ously excluded trom 1t. J 
The use of Hosea 1:10 1n verse twenty-six is to demonstrate 
the same princ~ple. The application is identical with the 
.) " addition of one point. Paul adds ~ f( E l to the LXX ver-
sion of the text to emphasize that in the very place where 
these deported people were at one time called _"Bot 1llJ" 
people" they will at last be called "sons of the living 
God.1t50 Consequently the usual interpre~ation has been to 
_, "' 
apply \ K. t. l to the Gentile lands., although some~· aa Denney. 
feel that it seems nhardly equal to the stress laid on 
iK ~l .n5l 
c: ' <.\. A \ A 
The l) I O c. D l ov ) u> 6J fO.l in verse twent!-six reter to 
the gathering ot the New Testament Church from all nation• 
as Stoeckhardt bears outs 
Diese Worte k6nnen nicht anders veratanden werden. 
ala von der Sammlung der neuteataraentl1chen Xircbe 
aua allen V6lkern. von der Elnen Heerde unter d-
Einen Hirten. Joh. lOs 10. die h1er eTen mit alt-
SOtenski• .2,2• clt •• P• 629. 
51oenney • .!2• cit., P• 66.S. 
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t est at11entl i chen Au.sdr\lcken, unter dam Bild der 
Heimkehr aus dei• Gefane;enschaft beschrieben wird·.52 
The s econd group of pass ages quote~ in verses twenty-
sevan and t wenty-nine bring ou~ the second point of Paul ' s 
vi0us 0 n amely, that a remnant of the Jews should be saved, 
even as ve:rae tVTenty:-six br•i ngs out the .fact that the 
Gentiles should be called. The Old Testament passage refer-
red to i n t he s e ver ses is Isaih 10:22, quoted frorn the LXX 
but conoide1 ... ably shortened. ~he LXX in this instance is 
different from the Hebrew~ which the translators evidently 
did not fully understand~ but the moaning is not affected. 
Onl y a remnant would be aaved. J In the light of this state-
ment " the J ews can.not quarrel ui th the situation in ,1hich 
they f ind t hemselve$ when it answers so exactly to the Viord 
of' God. u.53 7However, t hese passages al.so bring out the £act 
that the remnant!!!!! be savedD in addition to saying that 
most of the Jews will be rejected. The Scriptures plainly 
i ndicate that from Israel, too, people wil.l be saved, even 
t hough the number will be small. Thus the situation. Paul 
makes clear, is 0110 predicted long ago in God's Viord._J 
The last quotation from Isaiah lt9 has the same purpose. 
I . ~ 11 
There 07Tff)'- 0( is the oqu1valent of' lJ ITOf\c.~11140< • This 
quotation is quoted exactly from tho LXX and is cleai~ beyond 
52stoeckhardt, · E.E.· .£!,1., P• 464. 
53nenney .. .22• ill•, P• 666. 
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r 
doubt., In His t1a1"'cy God has sparod a "seed" of Israel 
whi ch ahail romain. It is well not to press this figure 
beyond the meaning Paul intended it to 
I 
have. The () tif: f t1 Ol 
ox~ remnant i s not the germ of a whol0 new people. It is 
simply t hat small group which God elected to be saved0 al-
t hough r eally all should have been destroyed as completely 
as Sodom and Gmnorro.h.j 
Thus Paul concludes the first major portion of his 
dis cussion on the rejection of the chosen people of God0 
t he Jewish nation. In these verses. 6-29, he has tried to 
allow f irs t of all who is the true Israel, that 1s, not tha 
physical I s raol, but the spiritual Israel. And in this 
light God' spromlaea remain true as well as his justice and 
mercy.. There rema1.ns then only the problem of the Jews 
themselves and their lack of faith which Paul will turn to 
in the next aection9 9:30-10:21. As Lenski concludes: 
The story of Judaism, viewed from the double angle 
or promise and mercy, has been concluded save for the 
final point which is faith. For all promise intends 
to kindle faith, to be received and retained by faith. 
All mercy is of the same nature, it is received only 
by the faith it awakens, and that faith trusts nothing 
els~. So now the Jewish refusal of faith in the 
tragedy of its rejection is presented.~4 
54~enski, .2£• .9.!.i•, P• 633. 
CHAPTER IV 
9:JO - 10:21 ISRABL GAN BLAME ONLY HERSELF 
FOR HER REJECTION 
A. 9: 30 - 10:13 I srael is Rejected Because Thay Sought 
After Their Own Righteousness Instead or 
'the Righteousness of God Which is in 
Christ Through Faith. Instead They 
Clu..,g to the Law for Righteousness. 
Something Which was Impossible to Attain. 
'I'hey Should Rather Rave Turned to the New 
Way of Salvation in Christ Which was Easy 
and Within the Reach or All. and Hence 
Universal in Its Scope. 
With his .familiar T 1 0~ !) EfoOp ~ v Paul begins 
the second ri2ajor portion of his discussion on the status 
of Israel. However, for the first time. Paul ans,vers this 
question clii .. ectly without adding another. He states that 
the Gent:J.les who did not pursue 111:ter righteousness have 
obtained righteousnessD a righteousnaas, however. which is 
J / 
ft( 1f l er ffuJ.S • by faith. Tho Jews on the other hand~ 
aithough they strove for righteousness also. attempted to 
achieve it by the impossible road of their o\Vn works. and 
hence could not reach true righteousness. By theao words 
Paul bridges over to the next important point in his discus-
sion. In the previous verses of Chapter nine he has been 
speaking of the divine aspects involved 1n the rejection of 
Israel. Now he turns to the human elements involved -- the 
49 
euilt of t he Jev, s ,. Ao Donne:, summo.r1zes: 
Paul now proceeds to show more definitely that it was 
owing to thoir own guilt that they wore rejected. 
They followod, and persisted in following, a path on 
\'Th ich salvation was not to be .found; and they were in-
ex cusable in doing eo, inasmuch as God had m91e His 
way of salvation pl a i n and accessible to all. ----
\Ye woul d not e first t he predomina.,00 of: J 11(CO oo-J "1 " 
Paul here return s t o familiar ground$ the one f 1..u1dar1 ental 
c onception on \;hich hie gosp"l is based. He s tates an amaz-
ing r a.c ·t about d I l'\C\f 06' ;; v,1 • The Gentiles, who did 
n o t l ook f or i t; have i t and the Jews who purs ued after it 
with ere at zeal <lid not lay hold of it. And already in 
verses thh•ty-one and thi rty-two he gives us the l"easons 
whic h 
tiona 
explain t hese ama~ing contradictory facts. He men-
/ r / 1 r I 
n ,o- rfu).S and O IWI<WiJ ~ LA OV OIJ(O(IOovv7..s . 
In verse t hirty-two he himself asks the natural question 
\ \. / 
fol l owi ng from these sta tements JI O l <x I· !i' , uV/hy ?" "How has 
this come about?" "Because of one vital error in their 
lives:i" Paul answers. 
.)/ 
s ubs t i tu t ing ~pf <A. 
Tho Jews made the fatal mistake of 
r 
$) their own works. for Trld' r1.S ~ as 
t he basis and source of their righteousness. The particle -W.:.. demands some explanation. This indicates that the 
Jeus actually thought that they could be justified by works. 
By inser ting it Paul "dissociates himself from this concep-
lJames Denney. "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans." The 
Ex;eos1tor's Greek Testament. edited by w. Robertson Nicorr-
( 01 .. and Rapids: Wm. Ba Eerdm.ans Publ. Co.• n. d.) • II. 667 • 
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tionD and l eaves it t9 Israel; he does not beliavo (having 
learned the contrary by bitter experience)· that there is 
any outlet along this road. 112 
Because of thei.r attempt to obtain righteousness 
through woi"ks, they .fell into a condition which the prophet 
Isaiah ha.d foretold many years previous. Paul refers to 
Isaiah 8:1!1. and 28.::16, which are combined and quoted from 
the LXX. This is a passage referred to .frequently in the 
Ne!/ Testamentg !!•JS•i1 I Peter 2:6-8. The stumbling-stone 
placed in Zion 1s ChristJI because of whom mar1y are offended 
and fall a.way. Lenski rather vividly describes this: 
This i s not a stone over which one may merely stumble 
and recover onesel£ but one against which one runs 
with his entil~e body and smashes it .entirely; it is 
l ik<a knocking one's brains out. The stone itself' is 
of su.ch a size •. and its very character produces such 
a dire result. The fact that Paul has Ghrist in mind 
is beyond questione Christ in his effect on unbelieving 
workers of law.J 
Paul's purpose in quoting this passage from the Old 
Testament is to show that what has happened to the Je~s was 
something of which they had oaen warned long ago. To re-
j ect Christ ·is deadly. The I Peter reference speaks of 
Christ in a..'1.oth6r n~pect, name.ly,. as being a corner-stone. 
This one makesuse of only the destructive elements in these 
2nenney, .2£• £.!i•g P• 667-668. 
JR. c. a. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's 
Epistle to the Romans (Munbus: Wartburg-irrrn. 1945), 
P• 638;- -
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figurative terins. Thus Paul by the use also of 6Kotv£t.1to .J 
I _("' . 
brin~s out~ the idea of deadliness. (r,<.O(.)) a 0( tlov v,aa the 
.crooked sti ck in a trap to which the bait \7ns attached and 
by which t he trap was :sprung which killed the victirn. Yet 
Paul does not end t he chapter on the disturbing deadliness 
of unbelie:f'D but on th.<3 gracious result of faith. He points 
-to tho othe'J.• sid3 of the picture. Whoever avoids stumbling 
and believe~ in t h i s rock~ Cbriat, · ~ill not be disappointed. 
His hopes of snlva~:ion will not be dashed to pieces.4 
'rhe division beg inning a neu chaptor at this point in 
the ep:lstle is unfortunnte~ olnce the thoughts be~inning 
t1ith 9: JO are carried right through into Chapter t en. The 
first vorsos ago.in shmr us ilith what deep sorrow and emo-
tion Paul appr-oached this. problem of Israel. Looking at 
t he aa.d plcture which h E> has just drawn in verses thirty to 
t hirty- three. Paul cannot go on without once more exp1•esa!ng 
tho deep griei" which lies within him. He wants to assure 
his readers again of his intentions in writing as he does. 
Stoeckhardt tells us: 
Er vei'sichert; seinen ttBrildern," den christlichen 
Leaern, dass e~, dar ala der Heidenapostel 1hr 
Seelenheil auf botendem Herzen trig-t, auch sainem 
4 The Hebrew text apparently was mis.translated here by 
the LXX, assuming that our present Hebrew text was the same 
as that used by the translators 0£ the LXX. The Hebrew 
text used today has the i'orlll w·, n , , !l\..eanlng "he wi1l 
.flee. fl The LXX evidently translated w· I~.., according to 
the critic al appm:•atus in Kittel' s text. " 
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Volk Israel von Herzen das Heil g&nnt. Sie sollen 
ja nicht wihnen. als hitte er seine Luot und Freude 
daran9 Israel zu richten und zu verdammen.~ 
Paul' s continual prayer and heart's desire is that the 
J ews 9 his br•others, might somehow be saved. And to show his 
s ympathetic feeling towards them he mentions ono of their 
good qual i ties, namely, their uzeal :for G-od/' )1 Aov 
A 
(9 ~ OU " Paul would not for a moment deny that the Jewa 
wei"e ver y eru .. nest about their religion; nor would he by any 
means say they were i nsincere or hypocrites. But the tragic 
featur e o~ all this is that this zeal does not help them ror 
) :> / 
it i s no t i( ()(. r e.Jfl f YW<fl p)• Nygren analyzes their situ-
ation c or1,.ectly when he states: 
Zeal f or God that i s not enlightened can carry man 
very far from God. And that is just what happened 
to the Jews. When God revealed His righteousness. 
through c1:u~1st. they could not accept it just be-
cause they had such a zeal for righteousness~ the s: /. -:r i" 
righteousness of the law. 0 1 1<01 1 Od'UVJ1 E 1' VOM Ot.> • 
That which was their advantage became' their aownfall. 
In their zeal they \iere so preoccupied with thoughts 
of all the works of righteousness which they them-
selves would offal .. that th,ey could not see tBat God 
now orferad them a wholly new righteousness. 
A 
Paul does not use the word y vw0-15 • This the Jews 
certainly had, perhaps more than any other nation. Rather 
~ I 
they lacked f IT/ f V U)O'l .S 9 discernm~nt. Godet defines 
5noorge Stoeckhardt, Brief Pauli .!U lli R~mer ( St. 
Louis: Concordia Publishing House. 1907), P• 475• 
6Anders Nygrer1, Com.-uentaz-y .2!! Romana ( Philadelphia: 
Muhlenberg Press. 1949), PP• 378-379• 
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as: 
That understanding which puts its finger on the 
t rue nat ure of the thing. They have failed to 
discern t he true meaning and the true scope of 
the legal dispensation; they are ardently attached 
. t o all ita particular r17es, but they have not gi•asped their moral end. ·. 
In verse tlu,oe Paul goes to ·the root of the matter and 
giveB us the r eal c ause for the failure of the Jews to 
.l A 
attain to righteousness. Paul uses the term O(QVDO l)&J-C t 5 . 
This must not be translated simply "misunderstanding." 
Rather the Je~s actually did not know what the righteousness 
of' God was. The 
tried to pil e up 
c tk 'iJI , ~r5J pJ· 
result of this ignorance was that 
' r• i ghtaousness of their own, r 1~ 
As Denney writes: 
All men need and crave righteousness, and the Jews, 
in their i gnorance of God's, sought to establish a 
righteousness ·or their own. Their .9!fil is tho key to 
the situation. Their idea was that they could be 
good men ?dthout becoming God' a debtors, or owl ng 
anything at all to Rim. Such an idoa0 of course, 
shows c omplate ignorance of the essential relatlona 
of Gos and man, and v1hen ac.ted on 1'atally perverts 
lii'o. 
Thus Paul is back on his old theme, the contr~st be-
tween a righteousness based 
between cf, A ouo oJ1;,1 EK 
~ I I 
l/( tr" I c- ff:uJ.S . Thei .. a can 
on law, and one based on faith, 
I f 
))QtiOV and 61 KOlt o o vv1 
be no righteousness from below, 
:fr om man, as the Jews mistakenly thought. All true righteous-
7F Godet St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans, translated 
by Rev. 
0
A. Ousin"'l"New York: Funk--& W.asnalls, lff83), P• 375. 
Bnanney, .21?.• cit •• P• 669. 
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neas must originato above. in God. and is apprehended 
without t he law ancl without any co-operation from man. 
This n evi righteousne ss ia something which is grasped only 
through fai th. Thi s i s exactly the same kind of thinking 
Paul had shown before i n chapter 3:21. Nygren describes 
t his pru. .. allelism: 
Tha·t; pass age and the one we now examine are at one 
i n emphasizing t wo things: (1) that this righ~eous-
ness ia reve al ed napart from law0 ( ;rwp)s V O,MOv 
1 11 3: 21 equals r~ llO.S v 6.t.t t) u y p I c:; ro's in 10: 4); 
and {2} t hat i t is given t6 each~d every one who 
b e lie ves ( Ci t. rrh..,; f~.S TOL>S tr 10- rt 00 v TOl5 
:tn 3: 22 aquals : -IA. ,.., r\ TW n·,o-r f0 0 V T'( in 10:4).9 
' Furt her proof of the error in trusting in one's own 
righteousness i s given us in verse four. Paul states that 
Christ i s the end or termination or tha law. In Christ the 
dominion of the law was done away with. The law could not 
coni'er r i ghteousness on anyone. Now Christ confers this 
righteousness of God on anyone and everyone who will believe 
it. Agai n Nygren aptly states what this means: 
At a certain point i n history God sent Christ. That 
was t he beg 11m i ng of something new. But it also marked 
t he end of t he old; the day or the law is past. Christ 
is t he ensl of the law, the tel"lllinus of the law, thQ . 
law1 s , i /lO ' • And yet this must not be construed as 
an ordinary historic&l judgmen~, to the effect that tbs 
law ceased to function,at a given point in t ime. The 
statement about the -r E. i\.o..s of the law applies only to 
t hose who have through Christ been made sharers in the 
9Nygren, .22• ~., P• 379• 
righteousness of the law. 0therwiae
10
outs1de or the 
realm of faith, the law still rules. 
As usual Paul goes back to Scripture to find that this 
cont r ast betueen righteousness by law and righteousness by 
faith l s not somethi ng new. He begins by quoting Moses 
who woul d be an uni mpeachable authority on this point. 
His i'h•st quotation i s from Leviticus 18: 5 and demonstrates 
the r i ght eousnes s by lavr. ttThe man who does that righteous-
ness which is of the law shall live by it." Or as 
Stoeckhardt paraphrases it. "Welcher Mensch die Satzungen 
und Rechte Gottes t hut, der wird durch dieselbigenD i ndem 
er aie hlilt, das leben, das wahre, ewige Leben erlangen.t•11 
The only c atch to t his is, of course, that no one has ever 
been able to keop t he J.aw peri'ec tly, which would be neces-
sary s ince even ono small br eaking of it makes one guilty 
of al l . This does not imply that when Moses first spoke 
these wor ds he was mocking his people. H<~ was me.i•ely stat-
ing t he commands ana. conditions of the law. Soma have mis-
111.terpreted t hese words of Moses to mean that Go<i had a dit-
forent way of salvation in the Old Testament than 1n the New 
Testament . As Stoeckhardt tells us: 
Manche Au3leger, z.b. auch .Mdyer und Godet. stellen 
die Sache so dar, ala wire das Gesetz oder gar die 
Gerechti gkeit aus dem Gesetz 1n der z.ait des Alten 
Testaments der von Gott geordnete Heilswet, "die 
lONygren, .22• ~., P• )80. 
llstoeckhardt, .22• ill•, P• 482. 
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Glaubengorechtigkeit erst se1t Christo, in der 
Zeit des Nauon Testaments der ordo salutia ge-
worden. Damit wird d2e ganze Lebre Pauli ~ber den Haufon geworfen.l 
The point Paul v:1ahes to malce by this· quotation is 
that th0 righteousness by law depends on man1aworks, a hope-
less bas is1 since man' fl V/Orks can never bo counted for the 
saving righ t eousness or God. nThe righteousness of faith 
does not speak thusD however•., n Paul continues. And as evi-
dence he quotea from Deuteronomy 30:11-14~ where God tel~s 
the people of Israel not to despair about keeping His com-
mandments .. The literal meaning of this passage no doubt 
refors t o t he commandment of God. For Paul it probably was 
a cardinal pussago during his time as a Pharisee. He uses 
1 t here not in 1 ts Old Testament sense; he .employs the 
words in a. new way because"" taken by themselves~ they express 
well what he has .in mind. In other ,,ords he uses them only 
as a form0 a vehicle. Therefore, ho 1a not professing to 
support his view here necessarily by these Old Testa~~nt 
p·assages.. Thi3 is brought out by the omission of L.'"lything 
/ 
like ths usual Q~ Q f Q ,r -rn I • Ria ·sole purpos& in using 
these words was to tell his readers the following: 
Dia nioht an Jesus gliub1gen. aber auf einen zuld1nrtigen 
Messio.s Iio.ffenden Juden sollen nicht• ala ob der Messias 
noch nicht arschienen wire, jene Fragen tun in dem 
Sinn, ala ob der lieasias erst noch aus der himmlischen 
Welt herab oder aus der Totenwelt heraufgeholt werden 
m&sste. Das wire eine unverantwortliche Verkennung der 
12stoeckhardt$ .22• ill•• PP• 482-483. 
• 
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tats~chlich erfolgten und ihnen zunichst zu tell 
gewordenen Ottenbarung Gottes, ebenso w1e die 
ihnlichen FragfO Israels nach Empfang der Gesetz-
esof i'e nbarung. ,j . · 
Paul quotes these words as being spoken by the righteousness 
of faith. Chris t is not something afar off, difficult to 
apprehend. The righteousness or faith need not say,, 11Who 
vlill ascend· int o heaven ?" ( that is, to bring Christ down), 
or nwho will descend into the abyss? 11 (that is, to bring 
Christ up). The point is that just as Moses had said that 
there was no need for anyone to go up into heaven to bring 
do,n~ t he l awp so it is true, actually far more true, to 
say t ha t t her e is no need to g o into heaven. to bring Christ 
down0 the object of faith and the source of righteousness. 
There is no need because both of these things havE.~ been 
done. Chris t incarnate has already been here and has risen 
from t he grave in the Resurrection tor us. Both His 
Incarnati on and His Resurrection are God's gift to faith. 
And through C11r1st'a Incarnation and Resurrection He is 
brought near to the Christian. In fact if we understand the 
next quotation .from Deuteronomy 30:14 as 
Christ, \vhi ch it does; He 1s 
;;; A. 
~ v -rw 
l 
referring also to 
I 
cr-ro LI 0/. T I 
/ 
' ;> A I 
K ot \ f p) rj KC1. f6 , Of , in our mouths and in our 
hearts .. Paul further ident11'1es this word by saylng 1t is 
l.3l'heodore Z·ahn, "Der Brier des Paulus an die R~mer" • 
Kommentar zum Neuen Testament. edited by Theodore Zahn 
(Lei~zig: ~ Deichert•sche Verlagabuc.hhandlung Nachi'., 
1910), VI, 479 • 
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the word of faith which CbJ:>ist1ans preach. Stoeckhardt 
comments : 
Paulus setszt aber da£\lr11 indem er s1ch an die alt-
testamentliche Stelle anschlieszt. das andere Subject 
ein. das Wort, und fugt zugleich h1nzu, welches wort 
er im Sinn hat, n5.cht das l//ort von dem Moses 
schreibtfi das Gesetz, sondern ftdas Wort. welches 
wir verktlndigen" 11 also das Wort der apostolischen 
Ver kU.ndigung, das Evangelium und nennt dieses Wort 
zuglelch !1 das Wort des Glaubens", das ist ein Wort. 
welches einfach geglaubt sain will, ein. Wort. das 
man nicht erst zu thun11 sondern mit1
~einem Inhalt 
nur im Glauben hinzul1abmen braucht. * 
In versa nine Paul seizes the references to heart and 
mouth in the reference from Deuteronomy and utilizes them 
to make a statement about the significance which the 
mouth1 s confession and the heart's faith have for salvation. 
He says , "If you confess with your mouth that Jesus is the 
Lord, and believe in. your heart that God has raised him 
rrom the deadD you shall be saved." He gives a summary or 
the conditions necessary for salvation, namely an inward 
belief in Christ and an outward confession of Him be!"ore 
men. The object of both the belief and the coni'ession 1s 
the same. Jesus Ohrist. Paul is here speaking of the two 
g1"'eat apostolic themes, namely. that Jesus is the Lord• and 
that God raised Him from the dead. Commenting on the criti-
cism that this is reducing Christianity to externals Nygren 
,,rites: 
Against this it must be said that for Paul the con-
14stoeckhardt, .2E.• £.ll.•• P• 4.86. 
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fession of the mouth and the faith of the Heart are by 
no me ans external; on the contrary, they express what 
is inmos t and daopest in Christianity. (1) A 
Christian i s one who conf'esses that Jesus is !;ord. 
God has exalted-Je sus and given Him a n&.meth"a't'is 
above ever y name$) that all may "confess that Jesua 
01-u-ist is Lord" . ( Phil. 2:9-11). (2) A Christian is 
one who believe s that God raised Christ from the dead. 
ToPaul the resurrectioil"is the center oT"ciirTatianity •• 
I£ Christ hnd not risen from t he dead, we should still 
be in deat h' s realm. To be a Chris tian is to have a 
ris en Lor d15and through Him to share 1n the resurrec-tion l i fe. 
Verse ten brings out the role of faith even more 
clearly . l'he explanatory f"< f shows that 1 t is tai th which 
grasps the righteousness of God; and such faith must con-
fes s i tself. The parallelism of the preceding verses is 
cont i nued. With and by the faith in his heart a man 
arr i ve s at true righteousness. But this faith will show 
itself also by the kind of lite it inspires. One of the 
best indications of this kind of life will be the cont'es-
sion of the mouth of theOhristian. In other words the 
first part of the vex•se describes how one gets to be a 
Christian. and the second part w:tiy one must live as a 
Christian.16 
In verse eleven Paul returns to a quotation which he 
has used earlier, Isaiah 28:16, to verify his conclusion 
that the way of faith is the only way of salvation. The 
15Nygren, ,ga • .£ll.•, PP• 382-383. 
16For this last statement I am indebted to the notes 
used by Dr. Arndt in teaching his course on Romana. 
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A 
quotation ia the same as the LrJC except that he adds trol.S. • 
This emphasizeo that 1'act that this nay of faith is open 
to all. And that ie tho only way open for all. It is not 
the case that t he Jews r.:an be saved through the law and the 
Gentiles through faith. Nop Paul continues. there is no 
dit'fei~ence between. Greek and Jew. .Verse t\'lel ve explains the 
of vorse eleven . It sho\Vs the universal character 
of the Gospel which is meant for all, regardless of race. 
condition.11 or color. And this Gospel is universal because 
I / 
its authol"' is l(Uf 10.s. 110{ ti rt..v!J , Lord over all. This 
undoubtedly refers to Christ in view 0£ verses nine and 
eleven. Christ is Lord of all believers who have faith in 
'), A J / \ ,# 
Him. He is also lltlO vfWV t l.S Trot'/)Tol.5 /Of.JS fITl -
, ~ I 
l(<x~O JJA f JO~ Cf J n>))• This means He ls rich enough to bring 
to salvation all those who call upon Him. Christ can im-
part to all men the righteousness of God. 
Paul finally turns onoe more to Scripture for support 
and quotes J oel 3:5. "For whoever calls upon the name of 
the Lord shall be saved." In these words Paul sums up and 
clinches his argument. They state the end result or the d .. 
cussion contained in the preceding verses, 9:30-10:13. 
Stoekchardt concludes with the following words: 
Jedermann. der da glaubt und den Nam.en des Herrn 
anruft~ wird sel1g, er aei Grieche oder Jude • 
. Jedermann, auch ·den Juden hat Gott das Heil so 
nahegebracht. Werm die Jµden nur den 1.Jamen des . 
HerJ'll ·anrufen wtlrden, so wtirden aie selig werd~n. 
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¥lie schwer wiegt also die Schuld ihres Unzlaubens.
1
7 
17stoeckhru:-dtg ~· £.ll.•, P• 491. 
B. 10;14~21 Belief Depends Upon Hearing the Word of God. 
And Israel had Ample Opportunity to do This. 
For "Their Voice has Gone lt'orth into all the 
~arth." Israel Must Have Understood God's 
~ord also, because Their Own Prophets State 
that D~sobedience Would be the Reason for 
Their Hejecting God's Message. 
In tha preceding section Paul has set forth directly 
the cause for the failure of the Jews t.o attain true 
righteousness. In these verses he now goes on to show 
that~ as related to this c~use, they were without excuse. 
He points out that they cannot plead ignorance to the fact 
oi' this cause. As Sanday & neadlam axplain: 
The Jews, it has been shown, have neglected God•s 
method of obtaining righteousness; but in order, as 
he (Paul) desires, to convict them of guilt in this 
neglect, St. Paul must show that they have had the 
oppor tunity of knfging about it, that their ignor-
ance is culpabl e. 
Paul beg ins by listing the steps or conditions by 
which one comes to faith. Faith does not come immediately; 
it requires certain conditions before it can be realized. 
There are two ch1e£ interpretations on the purpose in the 
mind of t'aul in stating these conditions. One group teals 
that they are listed with the thought in mind that the 
Jews may claim that such conditions are impossible to ful-
fill. Paul will then show that such a plea is not valid. 
However, Paul does not really use this clincher for hia 
18william Sanday and Arthur Headlam, 0 The Epistle to 
the Romans n International Critical Commentary, edited by 
Samuel Dri;,er, Al!'red Plummer and Charles Briggs (New York: 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896), p. 295. 
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areum0nt w1til verse eighteen. The other view is that 
Paul for a moment is more or lass carried away by the thought 
of the univer sality or the Gospel and thinks of tho !l!!.!!! of 
spreading this Go~pel. As Donney vrrites: 
II 
It i s as i f Paul wore expanding the TTclS of ver. lJ 
and justifying that universal preaehing · of the Gospel 
vn1ich ~as itself a s tumbling block to the Jews. 
Ever~one who invokes the name of the Lord shall be 
save , and therefore the cond1 tions of such invocation 
mus t be put within reach o~ everyone. 9 
The s econd ·v-ie1.1 seems to be the simpler:, sin-ea it in-
dir ect ly includes the firs t. If the Gospel 1apreached to 
all men0 the Jews will hear it also, and will be responsi-
ble for this e ift. Tl~e conditions listed then apply to all. 
\'Jh a t ara t hey? 1. No one can call ( the link w1 th verse 
t hir·teen} µpon Christ. µn leaa he believes in Him. 2. No 
one can b e lieve 1n Him unless he has heard Him. J. No one 
can hear lli m unles s some one else preaches about Him. 4. 
No one can pr e ach about Him u.."'lless God sends Him. Some ot 
. A 
the verbs after the repeated [fWS. are deliberative subjunc-
J . / 
tivess A variantD f tr/ KD/. A z. c:r-ov rot t ' is .found i n the 
Textus Reoept us and a few other manuscripts. namely Ko L9 and 
PO but in any case the import or the passage is essentially 
the same as Stoeckhardt makes clear. "Die Meinung 1st in 
beiden F\Ulen. dass das Eine ohne daa Andere nicht geschehen 
kann.n20 
19nenney • .2R• ~., P• 672. 
20stoeckhardt • .2E.• ill•, P• q.92. 
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~ 
Various opinion& have ar1sen in regard to the way Ov 
.A (' , / ~ 
is to be taken in the phrase rrW ~ O 't. ftlO"Tc t) O-OOc::ruJ Ou 
.; .;,/ 
Ou I< I I{ i)tJO-cYV • Sotne feel that the sense or the 
Vulgate is the cor1"'ec t one ,·Iilich reads. "Quomodo credent 
2.!.D guein !!2,!! o.udierunt." Othe1'a translate is as "of whom" - . 
4 .. I' 
subst i tut ing ao for ov • 1.\. A third viow feels that Q~ is an 
adve~b of pl ace. This view, however seems to destroy the 
symmetry of the discourse and introduces the incongruou~ 
idea of place whor.a 9 when tho rest of Paul' o line of 
thought deals with persons. The first view would have the 
added support that verbs of sensation and hence verbs of 
hearing Qften use the gen1tive0 as in Mark 9:7. Moyer. 
Denney, Lenski, and Sanday & Headlam all feel that this is 
the simplest translation~ 
The question arises here whether Paul speaks of a ape-
~ , \ :, , A 
cial commission when he says f a.'i) ,)!C~ Ol -,roo ra )..wcrn) . 
Some, aa Denney9 feel that to find anything like a distinc• 
tive, peculiar commission to preach the Gospel in this pas-
sage is abusing the text rather severely. We find state-
roonts such as this: 
To find here the -idea or an official ministry. as 
something belonging essontia~1y to the constitution or the Church~ is grotesque. 
He is correct if he means by "essentially" that an official 
ministry must exist before there can be Church. but. on the 
2lnenney, .2.E.• £.!!•, p. 673. 
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other hand, ?aul at least implies here nore than the uni-
versal commission to all believers. He was always aware or 
this special call as is evidenced by I Corinthians 1:17. 
Stoeckhnrdt comme_.ts: 
Doch gilt das Axiom "Ohne Sendung ke1ne Predlgt" 
ft9erhaupt von der amtlichen Heilsverldlndigung aller 
Pr•ediger des Neuen Testaments. Kein Prediger kann das 
Amt de s · lfouen Testaments recht verwalton, werm er nicht 
vom Rerrn dezu ontaandtp berufen und mit Geist und 
Gaben aus2~r&stet ist. ~ recte Praedicat, !!!!! illtatur. 
That Paul is hei"e thinking or the ap~cial sending o~ all 
ministers , teachers and missionaries is brought out by 
verse fifteen when he quotes from Isaiah. Already in the 
Old Testament we find tl1at God really does send preachers. 
special messongera of His Word. Meyer calls the passage a 
11 prophetic conf'irmation. 1123 In using this passage from 
Isaiah 52:7, Paul does not concern himself with the details 
and abbreviates the prophet's words considerably. He be-
comes entirely caught up with the prophetic import of the 
passage. Meyer again state,a: 
This "duloissimum dictum" (Melanchthqn), because it 
speaks ot the massage of blissful liberat1o.~ from 
exile, therein possesses the Messianic character, as 
conce'.Pning the restoration of the theocracy; and 
therefore islegitimately undorstood by Paul -- in 
22stoeckhardt, .21?.• cit., P• 493 
23Heinrich A. w. Meyer, "Epistle to the Romans," MeYer•s 
Commentary,2!! ~ New Teatwnent. edited by Heinrich Meyer . 
and translated by John c. Moore (New York: Funk & Wagnalls, 
1884} , V, 4J.4. 
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connection with the Messianic idea on its historical 
f ulfilment2r.- as a pr.ophscy or the evangelical pranchars. 4-
In verse sixteen Paul sadly notes that this beautiful 
message has been rejected by the Jews. "But all did not 
;> / 
obey the Gospel.n OU Trot v ri.s refers to the bulk oi' 
the J evr i ah people of whom Paul was thinking as the context 
.1 C I 
indic ates.. The Jews wars dinobedient• O u .. . V ll '7 KOvrrotJ/. 
Disobedience is e s santiully unboliof as Stoeckhardt notes. 
"Ungeh or s e.m gegar .. da s EvangeliUUl 1st Nichts Anderea, ala 
Ungl a.ube, wi0 d,enn de l1 Glaube wesentl1ch Gehorsam gegen das 
Evangal ,.u.m ist11 welohea eben 1m Glauben angenommen sein 
will. 112.5 This r eject ion of the Gospel by the Jews was not 
a new phen omenon11 however. Paul quotes Isaiah once more to 
ahoi7 that it was always thus . The quotation is i'roru the LXX 
of I s a i ah SJ: 1. The Hebrev:., ho,,ever, does not have the 
I ; 
k. t.l f ,o~ . Here Isaiah iaakes the same CO!UPlalnt as Paul. 
His me ss ag ~9 like Paul ' s, was generally ignored and rejected. 
-;, / ~ / 
Only a small f elv believed their a. K.o~ • <X K. 07 is de-
fined by Stoeckhardt as., "Kunde., P:red1gt. die prophetische 
Predigt und Z'.var· gerade solche Pred1gt., vrie- sie lm. 53. 
Capital de~ I e c~iaa enthalton lat. dle ?redigt von der 
Ern1edri gu~ und Erh8hrung des Knechts Gottes.n26 
24.Meyer, .22• ill•, P• 414• 
2.5stoeckhardt. .2.E.• cit •• - P• 494 
26stoeckhardt, .2£• .ill·· P• 495 • 
It has thia same meaning in verse seventeen. in which Paul 
seizes the opportunity to repeat his thought of verse four-
teen regarding t~e necessity or a message (not just simply 
an act of hea.I•ing ) for faith. Before there can be faith 
there must be 17hearing" 9 that is, there must be a mesDage. 
a trues di vine message . As Lenski explains. "This saving 
faith which brings righteousness and salvation (verse six) 
does not SJ."ise out of t he mere act of hearing but out of 
what i s heardv namely the gospel itself. which men are al-
ways made to hear.27 Thia message must be a true one. a 
divine one; i t cannot be something human. Hence Paul adds 
.C' .... , y A 
0 10( f VJ .(A O{ rO 5 J'- f l 0- r OV • Various commentators 
C A. 
feel t hat f •1,JAat. means here exactly what it means in verse 
eight , namelyg "Word. 11 28 Ilowever, the command or Christ 
seems to be really thought of here, as in Matthew 4:4 and 
Luka 3: 2o St oeckhardt bears -th1~ out, "Der Ausdruck •••• • 
bedeutet also hier, wie die meiaten neueren Exegeten annebmen. 
:;; I 
so viel vlie , Befehls Gottes'. 11 29 In other words. the a t:. 07 • 
the message, and the preaching of it depends upon the com-
mand of Christ. Thus Paul here returns to the sa~e line of 
thought evidenced in verso rourteen. 
27tensk1, .22• ~-• P• 667. 
28nenney, .212• .ill•, PP• 673-674. 
29stoeckhardt, .2£• ~ •• P• 496. 
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With verse eighteen Paul himself suggests a possible 
excuse that Israel may have to offer for its rejection of 
Christ. Could it be that Israel was unaware of this mes-
sage, that they had not heard it? Here Paul begins to sum-
marize his convict ion of the Jews. In a dramatic way he 
asks., 0 Thay did not .fail to hear 1t, did they?" The ques-
tion implies a negative answer so strongly that there is 
almost a touch of irony in the word with which Paul intro-
A 
duces tho proof' of it. /A.£ vOvV ( f , he says. We have 
here the equivalent of the Latin !!2, .!2!:.2• No, the Gospel 
has been preached in all the world as the Old Testament it-
self witnesses in Psalm 19:4. By the use of this passage, 
qu.oted 1.1ord for word from the LX.X, Paul does not want to . 
prove specifically that the Word had been preached in all 
the physical world to the four corners of the earth, but 
that as far as the Jews were concerned, it had been preached 
so generally that they could not have escaped it. Since 
these words originally describe how universally the works of 
nature glorify God, Uygren feels an added implication. He 
writes,. n As the witness or the heavens that declare His 
g1ory is not a voice of a language that is not heard, so the 
messengers of the gospel have not come with a word which ia 
not heard. 30 
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The last possible object1on ·1s demolished in verse 
nineteen where Paul h i mself again poses the question. C_an 
it be that a lthough I srael heard the Gospel, nevertheless 
did not knov.r and understand what that meant for them? Per-
.haps Israel can be excused becauso of i gnorance in under-
standing wh a t t hey heard. The question itself' implies that 
only a nogative answer can be given as Lenski notes: 
As was 'the case in v. 18, the question asked in this 
verse/) which question implies a negative answer, in-
t0nds only to emphasize the truth that, as the Jews 
hear d the gospel-word, so they also fully realized 
its meaning and what its rejection it!lpli~i· Theirs 
was .not a a1n 9f mere pitiful ignorance.; 
;)I I 
6', ct 1 (I is in a place o.f emphasis, for Paul wants to 
make cl ear that the .Jews of all people should have understood 
what the gospel was. As Denney writes: 
At f i rst sight t here seems an unnatural emphasis 
here on Israel, but this ts not the case. The 
generality of the argument must be abandoned now. 
for the passages next to be quoted, which are al-
ready present to Paul's mind, contrast Israel with 
the Gentile sll and so bring 1 t into prominence; and 
it is in the ca.ea of Israel .. of all nations, that 
the plea or not U."lderstanding is most out of· place. 
Above all nations Israel ought to have understood a 
message from God: Israel, and in~bility to unde-r32 stand God's Word, ought t.o be incompatible ideas. 
The difficulty in the entire passage and the relation 
of the passages quoted later centers in determining what is 
:;/ 
meant by f(V!JJ • To begin with its object must be the 
31Lenski, .21?.• cit., P• 671. 
32Denney, .22.• ~·• P• 67~. 
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the Gospel ot Jesus Obrist. All other interpretations auch 
as "calling or the- Gentiles" or "the universal preaching or 
the Gospel" are outside the line ot argument as Sanda7 & 
Headlam as well as Btoeckhardt note. However. it 1a at 
this point that the commentators begin to disagree. 
Stoeckhardt feels that Paul here wishes to register . some-
thing akin to surprise. The words w0uld then mean. "1n view 
that Israel heard or the Gospel or Christ (verse eighteen). 
it cannot possibly be that Israel tailed to acknowledge 1tf 
Certainly it cam1ot be that Israei rejected this message. 
can ··1t?" The question than comes as referring to something 
absolutely unthinkable ~d-unbelievable. Be wi-1tea: 
Doch er schreibt n~ nicht e;.ntach,Icrea1.l O~K. ~f.fllW 
a9n~~r ruft verwaµdert aus: ot ,,\ t\.~ A If w · JA. h > 1 cr~J. ~ 
OfJK i,r;J~ ; das hei.sst. genau genomm.en Aber Itch sag.\.: 
Ea verbll.t sich dooh nioht etwa so, daaa· Israe~ ea 
nicht erkannt hat? · Das 1st k&WD denkbar• kaum 
·glaubhaft-, das i_st der Sinn · der Frase. dasa Israel .• 
daa auserwlhlte Volk• dem Uott von Alters her se1n 
Wort. seine Verh&1ssungen anvertraut hat,. die frohe 
Botschaf't von der Ertllllung der Verhe1ssung nicht 
erkannt; d1eselbe 1SQor1rt, wibeachtet gelaasen, oder,. 
was dasselbe 1st, verachtet und verworfen baben aollte.33 
The other view is that Paul here aaks the same kind or 
quea·tion aa in verso eighteen. Then we have . tho 1"ollow1ng 
sense. Tho excuse that Israel did not hear has been proven 
invalid. Rut canno't they now perhaps orter aa an excuse the · 
full import ot the Gospel? Ro, Israel cannot even aay th1e 
· JJstoeckhardt, .22• ~., p. SOO. 
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since Scripture shov;s tha·t even senseless people will so:ne-
day und01"'ata11d. Nor can. they plead that tho message or the 
Gospol was too difficult to find and undorstand. since 
Isaiah already atated that men~ who were not oven looking 
fo1.., it, would fil1d :t t ·. And the real reason for all - of this, 
flnnlly ls that Israel., in spite or all these opportunities 
and f acta 11 baa ch osen to remain unbelievil1g and Jisobedient.34 
Tha criticism t.hat t!li's viev, io inconsistent with 
;,, A 
<l! O ))00 Ul,J T iS of vorse three is answered by these same 
writers: 
'.Pho contradiction is rather formal than real. It 
la true Israel's zeal was not guided by deep reli-
gious insight, and that they cl1mg blindly and ig-
norantly to~ method which had been condemned; but 
this ignorance was culpable: if they did not 10'1.ow, 
they might hav~ lmown. From the very beginning or 
their history their whole line Q£ Prophets had 
warned t hem of the Divine plan.J~ 
To this wri t~r the view of Sanday , & Headlam. vrhich 
seems to be the ~os t widely held• has many points in its 
favor. It appears fil•st of all to follow more naturally in 
Paul~s entire line of thought. Paul has been answering pos-
sible objecti9ns. o~e by one, and now answers the final and 
perhaps most serious one. Secondly, Stoeckhardt lays much 
~ \ 1 '-. . \ , ' 
stress on the words o< I\. f-Ol. f\. f qw, },t? • . Yet these s~e 
words are to be found in exactly the same order in verse 
eighteen. \\here obviously. no thought of surprise is intended. 
34sanday &: He.adlaa. $?.• ill•, PP• 299-300. 
3Ssanday & Headlam, ,22• ~·• P• 299• 
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Thirdly the passages quoted from the Old Testament !'it in 
very v,ell wlth this view. 
The first passage is taken from Deuteronomy 32:21. 
The 1' /'Ii •• A ff pw l"'O.:ii - ,w VO}l.S suggests that even Moses, who 
stands at the very beginning 0~ their h;story, says things 
which make t heir i gnorance and lack of understanding inex~ 
cusable . Foll owi ng the LXX almost exactly the passage 
bears out the fact that Israel should and coul.d have known. 
To say that Israel could not have understood the mesoage 
she heard is unt enable in the light of these words of Moses. 
Nygren oorrurrents: 
In "the l aw"--in the Song of Moses, Deuteronomy 32t31--
Paul had read how, by h~r apostnsy, Israel had aroused 
God to j e alousy and anger, and how God would therefore 
move I srael t o jealousy and anger "with those who are 
not a. people, 11ith a foolish nation." That 10rd has 
now been f ulfilled. The Gentiles, who were not God's 
~eople 9 h ave now been accepted as God. 7 s people 
{cf . 9:25-26). The "foolish" Gentiles had both heard 
and unders tood t he gospel. and thereby had come to 
f aith. Under such circumstancesit carmot b~ aa1d 
t hat Ijgael could not have understood the message she 
heard. · 
In addi ·tion to t he tes timony of h1oses Paul turns next 
to t he bol d statement of I saiah 65:1, quoted from tho LXX 
except that t ho clauses BJ.~e inverted. The passage repeats 
e s sentially what liloses said re.ga.z•ding the Gentiles. '?hose 
who were not looking for God andChrist hav~ found Him, and 
certainly if God was found "and recognized in His character 
and purposes. where all the conditions seemed so much 
73. 
against it, surely Israel must be inexcusable if it has 
missed the mea.~ing of tho Gospel. The very calling of the 
Gantilesi, predicted and interpreted as it is in tho pas-
sageB quoted, should itself have .been a message to the Jews, 
which they could not misunderstand; it should have opened 
their eyes as with a lightning flnsh to the pooition 1n 
wh:tch they atood -- that of men who had forfeited thoir 
place among the people of God -- and provoked them, out of 
jealousy:, to vie with these outsidern 1n welcoming the 
righteousnes s of f a.ith.n37 
The last quotation taken from Isaiah 65:2, both con-
traBts Israel vii th the G-entiles and ala:> summarizes Paul's 
entire section on Israel. In response to the poignant plea 
or God, a plea made with the outstretched arms ot love, the 
Jews have roplied with disobedience and opposition. There 
la no l ack of knowledge here then,. but only a wilful and 
stubborn determination to be disobedient. Israel has heard 
t~e gospel of' tho salvation in Christ, but has refused to 
believe in it. Rather Israel has turned away deliberately 
to her own righteousness. The inevitable result, that which 
had to follow as surely as day follows night,. is summarized 
by Nygren: 
Israel does not believe, therefore rejection is 
inescapable. Israel has both heard and understood _ 
the message -- but rejected it in disobedience and 
37nermey, .22• ill•, PP• 674-675. 
unbelief. Therefore she has now been rejected 
he1•se li'. That has taken place in entire harmony 
with Scripture and prophecy. So the rejection or 
the Jews ia not a point agaioftt Paul's gospel; it 
rather b_ears wi tneas for it.J · 
In summary9 the apostle Paul has in Ch~tera n1~e and 
ten pursued the f'ollowing line of argument. Arter his la-
ment over Israel 0 s opposition to the Gospel and appai:-ent 
rejection in spite of its grand advantages, the Apostle bas 
shown that one must not think that Israel has 1,eally been 
rejected; t here i s a dis tinct ion to b.g made between the 
true I srael and the mer el y extei'"nal Israel ; t he former has 
not been r e j ec t ed . 
Of cou1~s e 11 says Paul, concer•ning the true Israel,. the 
spiritual Isr ael 9 one must not forget that its. r ·avorable 
status i s due entirely to God's grace. The doctrine o:f 
divine grace must be held against the scoffer who thinks 
that t h is vi ew of di vine grace demolishes human re·spons1-
b111ty. Nobody has a right to criticize God, 
This is all the mor·e cle ar when one considers that God 
shows grent mercy even toward those that are lost through 
their ot"tn fault. Again, His mercy shows itself in all 
brightness when one beholds what He does for t hose that are 
saved both from Jews and Gentiles. Yos, some are saved. even 
:from the Jews. Thia is a re:?:1I1ant,. evidently another term 
:for tho spiritual Israel. Tbat the 01.mber · ie small is due 
15 
to the un Y1111 i u gn e3a of the majority to accept salvation by 
faith. Israel, generally epeaking, shows ~eal wl t h.out 
knowledge . Salvation ha s come i n Christ and whoe,101' accepts 
Him is r e scu.ed. 1rhe t r oubl~ with th3 great mass ot Israel 
ia t h at ~hil e it h eard t he Gospel, ~vh ich we::1t out i n to all 
t he wol"ldg it. did n ot believe it. It should have acce?ted. 
it; e ve n Gen til es J id, ~ut I ~rael manifested stubborn 
antagonismg ezactl y a s its attitude had been pictured in 
tho ul d Teot ament. 
CHAPTER V 
11:1-36 THE TRUE ISRAEL SHALL BE SAVED., BUT THE MAJORITY 
Ol1" THE PHYSICAL ISRAEL SHALL BE LOST. THIS IS TO 
BE A WARNING TO TUE GENTILES., WHO HAVE BEEN SAVED 
BY GOD'S MERCY. 
A. ll :·1-10 A Remnant of the Jews Will be Saved as 
Scriptui'e Itself Testifies. 
Has Israel then been rejected by God? With this 
question Paul r eturns directly to th& vital issue ot 
Chapter nine. The question is natural after what has pre-
~ 
ceded. The 6~~ intimates that the question is based on the 
conclusion reached in Chapter ten. Paul had to ask it to 
finish out his discussion., tor the concluding thought ot 
Chapter ten is that Israel has been rejected. But Paul now 
goes on to show that the true Israel has not been rejected. 
This is necessary as Mygren points outs 
What would the situation be 11' Paul added nothing more? 
It would then mean that Israel's rejection is final; 
that God intended it that way., and Isra!l deserved· it. 
But that is not what Paul me.ans to say. 
Paul justifies his negative answer to the question by 
demonstrating (1) that the true Israel has not been rejected 
(11:1-10)., (2) that through the fall ot the physical Israel · 
lAnders Nygren., Commentar:z .2!! Romana ( Philadelphia:: 
Muhlenberg Pross., 1949)., P• 390. 
11 · 
the Gentiles have received salv~tion (11:11-24). and (3) 
that £1nally t he true Israel shall be saved through the 
mercy of God 9 t o whom be glory forever (11:25-36). 
That Paul intends to receive a negative answer is 
brought out by 
\ ,, 
JA1 Qt V c't 
\ 
the ,L4 1 
1-0 
and strengthened by the familiar 
• That God would reject His people 
is a thought which is i mposs ible ror Paul to entertain. 
And as proof' of this fact Paul immediately mentions himse.1£. 
He himself was an Israeli te of the tribe of Benjaman and if 
God had raj ee·t ed all of I srael Paul also would have been 
rejected. This. however. la not the case. As Godet writes: 
The apostle takes a first answer, by way of preface 
.fr om h i s own case. Ia not he. a Jew ot well-approved 
Israaliti sh descent, by the call which he has re-
ceived f r om above. a living proof that God has not 
cast away .fil! masse _and without distinction the 
totality of His ancient people?2 . 
Anot her v iew11 however,, takes these 
\ I' 
plo.nation of the )A 1 Q'c VO ' . TO • 
words to be an ex-
Paul would then 
mean, 11 !,, too. am an Israelite, to whom the very idea or 
God's rejection of His people is an impious and incredible 
idea. to be r epelled with horror." Thus Denney states: 
But this (the former explanation) is hardly concilia-
tory. to say the least; and it is better 'to take the 
words as explaining why faul puts the question with 
2p. Godet St Paul's !Pistle to the Romana6 translated by Rev. A. Gusin (New York: Funk &-Wagnalls, i8 3), P• 391. 
, ... .... · . :-
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I 
V.. YJ (suggesting the negative answer), and why he 
theh gives the denial with such vehemence.3 
The first view seems to be the moat natural line of 
thought for Paul. 
,, / 
The attributes of Paul f K a-Tfcf f.fOI. rru 
,, r-1t ~ e 0( of, ,1,\ A / and f ()·j._ , El. V I °),M IV add weight to this 
view as much as t o the other also. Paul was as pure 
blooded an I s raelite· as could be found anywhere and God 
had certa inly not rejected him. 
NoD God ha s not rejeotod his people, Paul continues 
in verse two.. Acal:; is evidently the true Israel as is 
~o' ·i brought out by the words which qualiry· that people, v 
r 
f f(;'O ~ O ;,J· J • The relative clause takes on a caus.al mean-
ing. Isr~el is God' speople because God foreknew them. 
Hera, i mmediately, Paul speaks of the ti'lle Israel and not 
the entire na tion of I srael. Ae he has definitely stated 
in 9: 6, thi s dist i nction must be borne 1n mind continually, 
especially in t his laat chapter. Hence commentators such 
as Sanday & Headlam. begin ,,1th an erroneous opinion which 
colors their entire interpretation. Thay writei 
The reference in t his chapter is throughout to the 
elect ion of t he nation as a whole, and therefore the 
words cannot have a limiting sense {orig. Chrys. Aug.). 
"that people whom He foreknew," 1. e. those of His 
people whom He for eknew; nor again can they possibly 
refer to the spiritual Israel, as that would oblige 
3 . " James Denneyll "St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans. The 
~ositor•s Greek Testament, edited by w. Robertson N1c
6
o!r"9 
Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmana Puble Co., n. d.), II, 7Se 
I 
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a meaning to pe given to Ao<~ di.r.ferent from that 
in verse one.4 
/ 
7T f O e Q >.J w here has the same meaning aa 1n Chapter 
~ight. It :riust mean more than mere intellectual foreknowl-
edgeo Rather a definite operation of the will is involved. 
/ 
Paul is thinking here of 7f"(" 0 Eqvw in the Ilabraist1c 
. . 
sense 9 which always included the idea of an operation or 
the will in the word "to known II Y f 1 , c.r. Genesis 4:1. 
- y 
God,, from all eternity,, willed that Israel should be His 
people 9 and decided what they would get to be, as Hofmann 
notes. This,, of necessity,, refers then to the true, be-
lieving Israel, Stoeckhardt comments: 
Gott hat s.chon im Voraus, schon von Ewigkei t her 
sein Volk s1ch arsehen, sich zuerkannt. 1n seinem 
ewig t1n Heth und Besehluss es zu seinem Etgenthum 
gemacht . Und de.rum 1st die spltere Verstossung 
dieses seines Volks ein Ding der Unm.Sglishkeit. 
Den."'1 Gott 1st nicht ein Mensch, daas er die. welche 
er im Voraus s1ch erseb.en, welche er e-rwlhlt und 
angenomment hat,, drum wieder von sich stossen sollte. 
dass, er=· da.s, was er beschlossen UJld vorherbestimmt .• 
dann wieder fallen lassen sollte.) 
That God has not rejected the true Israel is ~own us 
by Scr1ptur·e :md the case of Elijah. ~ O~K. e/( c)Ol Tt. 
means nif you don't admit this, you must be ignorant of. 
-------
~1illiam Sanday and Arthur Headlam. "The Epistle to the 
Romans," International Critical Commentm; • . edited by 
Samuel Driver, Alfred Plummer and Charles Briggs (New York~ 
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1896). P• 310. 
5oaorge Stoeckhardt, Brief Pauli .!!! .!!!! Borner , ( St. 
Lou-la: Concordia Publishing House. 1907), P• .508. 
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., 
etc." It oxpresses an alt&rnative. Tho expression [)) 
~,-, AI~ means simply that Paul is quoting rrom that por-
t 
tion of the Old Testament which contained the story or 
J / 
Elijah. €YT0o{O(vt f)) means to accuse someone. Elijah 
was bringing an accusation against h1speople. From his 
viewpoint it seemed as though all love for Jehovah had 
dis appeared. They had killed the prophets and demolished 
God's altars. Elijah seemed to be the last servant or God• 
and even his life was in danger. The reference is from 
I Kings 19:109 14. Denney remarks:. 
In Elijah's mood• Paul might have said something 
similar of h is own time, for their circumstances 
Ylere not alike. "alike" is evidently a misprint 
.for n u..'1.like . The Apostle,. 11~6· the prophet,. was 
lonely and persecuted, and Israel as a whole seemed 
t o hav e aband011Gd. God or been abandoned by Rim. 
But he ~nders tands God's we.y (and His fa1thf'uln9ss) 
b e tt3r-. 
In verse f olu~ Paul gives God's reply to Elijahts cry. 
/ "?(.FY/P0tna;uos means "the oracle", the divine answer. 
only usad here in the New Testament. What was this divinum 
testamentum? Desp1to the facts which Elijah gives God -
assures him there are some seven thousand men who have not 
bowed down to the false gods which Jezebel and Ahab intro-
duced into Israel. Lenski gives the following details: 
Paul cites the Hebrew, "I left back tor myselt." and 
not the· LXX. "Thou shalt leave back" because it 
matches "his'' (God's) people!' (v. 1.2)~ He also has 
the feminine for "Baal" and not the LXX masculine. 
6nenney. 9.E.•· ill•, p. 676. 
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Baal is masculine, but the Jews called this abomi-
nable idol b~seetha O shame" .){ a wprd of feminine 
gender), and in the Greek 0( 1<5'lf Ov'7 { again i'em1-
n1ne); in I Kings 18:2.5
7
the LXt translate. "the 
prophets o~ the Shame." 
The inference of this passago is stated by Paul in 
verse f1ve 11 nam.ely9 
11 even so, at the present time 11 there is 
a remnant leftj) chosen by God's grace. 11 As at the tima 0£ 
Elijah there was a remnant 1 eft 9 who were the true Israelp 
and whom God did not reject, even so now there is a rem-
nant9 who are the true Israel, and whom God does not re-
ject. Nygren describes this remnant quite accurately thus:· 
"Remnant" and 19e lection0 " A Et u µ oc. and f (( Ao }ri'J 
are thus interchangeable concepts. A "remnant" isV f 
not Just a group of separate individuals, taken out 
of a people doomed to overthrow; it is itself the 
chosen people11 it is Israel.!!:!~· It is the seed 
which0 a.f'ter the ,1inter, will bear the harvest. In 
the "remnant11 Israel lives on as the people of God. 
but in s uch a way that all human preten~ions are ex-
cluded0 and all is left absolutely in God'shand. 
God' s f'ree and sovereign grace decides who shall be-
long to the "remnant"; for it is implicit 1n this 
concept that not all of Israel, but only that part 
thereof0 which God in His grace has deterffined, 
shall be bearer of the promise to ·Israel. 
Howeverp it should be noted that Nygren, if he were en-
tirely consistent in believing that ~ ~~)A O{ and [t rtor, 
are interchangeable terms, would not only call the ~ffl<,AIO{ 
the kernel out of which the tree and fruit would grow. but 
1a. c. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul!! 
Epistle to the Roman.a (Columbus: Wartburg Press, 1945). 
p. 682. - -
8Nygren, .22• _gji., P• 393• 
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> I 
the troe i tseli'. Certainly f K Ao KV) does not imply 
some future development into something different. but is 
the end of' God's purpose in election 1tsel:f. Hence. "f?uf« 
must be the true I srael at tho time of' Elijah, and not 
primarily something out of which the true Israel would 
grow at a later date. , 
The remnant is such because of God's grace. 'Even as 
in 9:6-13 where the election of' some 1a due entirely to 
God's mercy~ so hore. Denney writes. •'The existence or 
the remnant is due to an election of grace. a eho1ce on the 
part of God tho motive of which is to be sought in His un-
merited love alone."9 This excludes any idea of 8 .ynerglam. 
as· Paul himself notes in verse six. He says. "If the rem-
nant is such because of grace, then it is in no way depen-
dent upon works, for otherwise grace would no longer -be 
grace." Ss..riday & Headlam explain these words as: 
A further explanation of the -principles of eleetion. 
If the election had been on the basis of works. then 
the Jews might have demanded that God's promise could 
only be fulfilled if all who had earned it had received 
it: St. Paul0 by reminding them of the principles or 
election already laid down, implies that the promise 1a 
fulfilled if the remnant is saved. God1 speople are 
those whom He has chosen; it is noi0that the Jews are chosen because they are Hispeople. 
And Nygren adds that the "remnant" "comes before God 
with no claims; it knows it is wholl7 dependent on God's 
9nenney11 .22• ill•, PP• 676-677. 
lOsanday & Headlam, .22• .2ll.•• P• 313. 
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grace. Therefore~ ae the spiritual Israel. it now re-
:, / 
ceives the fulf illment of the promise.nll E1fEt is trans-
lated "for ot herwise." Grace must stand absolutely or not 
at a11.12 
The summary of t he discussion of verses two to six is 
/ ~ . 
stated in verse seven. T t ov)) What then 1s the results! 
I 
Israel has not f ound that which it sought after so zeal-
ous l y b y their own works11 namely• b t Ka::>< or:rJ v7 / as known 
from 9: 30 rr . On the other hand the f I( Ao f 1 ( the 
abstract f or t he concrete), has obtained this righteousness. 
And for t heir persistent unbelief the rest of Israel were 
hardened. Sanday & Headlam correctly note, ''They have not 
failed because they have been hardened, but they have been 
hardened because they have failed; cf. 1:24 rr •• where sin 
is represent ed as God's punishment inflicted on man for their 
rebellion. ulJ To be noted here. once more, is the careful 
manner in which Paul speaks of election and hardening, even 
as in Chapter nine. The majority of Israel refused .to be-
lieve, and because of this God exercised his righteous judg-
ment and hardened them in their sin. Dr. Arndt writes: 
llNygren, .2£• ~., PP• 393-394• 
12yarious MSS, notably B, L. and several Syriac text~ 
add fl bE ti Ef(Ql)J Ol>l<ETI !<:1TI Yti.pt.S, lTrfl TO fl>ro 
C>t?;(t:TI {d'TtO i "a) with some· vari~t:tons. The addi1Hln is 
undoubtedly a iU(ss in view of the mass of evidence against 
1 t. Most MS-S omit these words• 
l3sanday & Headl~, 2.2• ill•• P• 313. 
They d1.d not want to believe. and .finally God said• 
You shall not b e>l!·eve. That was His righteous 
.punishment. I £ t here were an election to damnation. 
Paul would have a good opportunity of' ment.1.pning it 
hare . But t here 1s not one word about it • .14 
Scr ipt ure its.elf can bo applied since it prophesied 
such a penalty many years be.fore. The present hardening of' 
Israel agrees with God 's action toward Israel in the past. 
Dra,ving a th.ought common t o at least three Old Testament 
passage s g 11:ame ly Deuteronomy 29:4; Isaiah a:) :10. Paul shows 
that what has happene.d to the New Testament Jews is some-
thing that h appened to t heir fathers long before. In view 
of' t heir w1belie f God has given Israel over to a state of 
dull insensi bil ity to e verything spiritual.. It is a condi- · 
tlon i n wh i c h every appeal to them is in vain. llygren com-
ments :· 
God l e t s H1sppromises come to fulfillment in Christ., 
but Israel lies deep in sleep. so that they do not 
se e it .. The Moss iah is ~t hand, but Israel's eyes 
are darkened, so that they cannot see Hi~ and recog-
nize Hi m as their Messiah. The gospel is ~reached 
over all the earth; Israel hears it (10il8), and 
yet does not hear it~ for hearing has not brouaht 
> 7 C. ~ha l.!i obedience; from <1 ;(e,'11/ no l)Ti (;( KO '1 s come. 
And Denney throws a co:rrect light 0:.1 this quotation whsn he· 
adds• 11 It i~ God Who sends this spirit or stupor, but He 
does not send i t arbitrarily nor at randoms it is always a 
14w1111am Arndt. Romans) (St. Louis: Concordia Seminary 
Mimeograph Co •• n.d.), p. 62. 
lSNygren, ~· ~·• P• 394• 
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judgment. "16 
A Ps al ro. of Da·vi d bee.rs this out also. Quoting Psalm 
Paul uses i t as another proo:f of 69:23.24., 
~~ crot v • The p s al m is of a suffering theoorat, who 1a. 
as auchg a t ype of Massiah and His enemies a type of the 
unbelievin g J e~ s . Tho prayer . is that these enemies may be 
pU..7llshed. 1 r'?c:; rrc- )0( °' ~ r~)) means the following 
accordi ng t o Sanday & Headlam: 
The i mago is t hat of men feasting in careless security. 
and overtaken by their enemies, owing to the very pros-
per i ty wh ich ought to be their strength. So to the 
Jews that Law and those Scriptures wherein they trust-
od a1•c to becoins the very cause of their :fall Md the 
snare or hunting-net in which they are caught.if · 
What the J ews delighted in most. the Law. was to become 
both a stumbling 
' ~ 
ing on l"-CI. t l ( ~ 
block and a punishment tor 
) 'J ~ A -
OI. v ro1 /f O 91..tot Q' v TO t S 
theru.. Comment-
Denn~y writes: 
1l'hia does not ex.actly reproduce either the Hebrew 
or t he LXX9 but it involves the idea that the :fate 
of t he Jaws is the recompense of their sin -- not a 
resul t to ba s imply referred to a decree of God. 
Their perverse attitude to the law is avanged in 
their incapacity to understand and receive tho Goape1.l8 
'lorse ten again speaks of the spiritual blindl1eas which 
would descend upon taa Jews, keeping them from d1ccern1ng 
Finally the saru.e thought the truth of salvation, cf. v. 8. 
is expressed in anothor figure. 
'\ A . -> I\ -rov )) w rov d <Jrwv 
lf>nenney,_ .22• ill•, p. 677. 
17sanday ec Headlam~- .£12• ill•, P• 315. 
18nenney • .21?.• cit •• P• 678. 
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/ 
a-J ({ "-Of, ~ ,rov , Isr~el will continually 
be kept in spi r itual bondage; it v,111 not have the 
strongth or ability to understand spiritual things. Moyer 
expla ins: 
"And bend thoir back ah1ays," denoting the keeping 
them in bondage of the wifree con~tion of the inner 
life pr oduced by the rrvJ(' wcr, s • 
Hence:, h'3re too 9 Paul : 1 s speaking of." ·the hardening of the 
r \ ~ 
he£.rt.. It i s f i nal ., complete hardening as o , Oi rt" Ol v TO.S 
sta tes . The ,Jews have bee-n hardened forever because of 
their unbelief , Certainly no future general conversion of 
Israel c a.~ be consi dered i n the light of these words. 
Thu.a Paul shows t hat God has not really rejected the 
true I s r a0l D Hi s peopl e. A portion of them, in fact most 
of t hem, have been hardened, it is true. Yet the true 
Ierael ., t he remnant who believe,. shall be saved, proving 
t h at Israe l has i:1ot be en rejec·ted by God. ______ ,_ 
191-Ieinrich A. w. Meyar, 11 Epistle to the Romana," Meyer•s 
Commentarz on the New Testament, edited by Heinrich Meyer 
and translated b y John C. Moore (New .York: Funk & Wagnalls• 
1884), v, 432. 
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B. 11:11-24 Israel's Fall has Meant Salvation for the 
Gentiles. The Illustration of the Olive 
Tree. 
In verse eleve~ Paul returns to the great mass of 
Israel in general. It has been noted how Paul can. at the 
same time ., say that God has rejected Israel and .that He 
has not reject ed I srael, depending which Israel he is 
speaking of. The r emnant. the. true Israel, has not been 
rejected. But 71 I srael accord~ng to the flesh" has been re-
jected. Now what? Is that all? By no means. Paul goes on 
to · sh.ow i n these verses. Nygren writes: 
In wh a:t has just preceded, Paul has thought mainl7 
of' 11 the remnant" which, b y its v.ery existence, testi-
f'ies tha t God has not rejected His people. Now he 
turns his attention to "Israel according to the 
fle eh, 11 which has been rejected; he asks, "Have they 
stumbled so as to fall?" Are the fall and the re-
jection God's ultimate purpose for the people of 
Israel? Paul ans,vers, "By no means l But through 
their transgression salvation has come t~0the Gentiles:, so as to make Israel jealous." . 
Paul asks firstg t1Yias this fall or · Israel's an utter dis-
aster? Was the sole result of their stumbling to be an ab-
solutely hopeless universal hardening of Israel?" The sub-
.h' 
ject ·or 'f lt r a 16()1 I,) must therefore be all tho"ite Jews 
living at the time of Paul who had not yet turned to Christ. 
The verb meaning "stumbling," is contrasted with the follow-
/ 
ing one• ff ~ <f uJ (7 J v , meaning a falling ~wa7 into eter-
, 1 
nal damnation. The / Yd. must· be translated to express re-
. '. 
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sult and not purpose, g iving us the meaning. "Was this the 
sum total result of Isr ael's stumbling. namely. that they 
i'ell 1'orever. and t hat' s that?" ,.M 1 ¥/VO I ro • Paul 
counters. There is mor e t o be said than just this one re-
sult. The greater r e sul t is that through the transgression 
o:f the JevISr, s alvati on has come to the Gentiles. and that 
still is not all . This very conversion of the Gentiles 
will in t urn make Isr ael jealous8 to the point that per-
haps some will t urn once more to that which they have re-
jected. As Godet writes~ 
But tha·c is not all. Wonderful result l Israel. 
having been unwilling to concur with God in saving 
the Gentiles» must end by being themselves saved 
t hrough their salvation. It is undoubtedly a 
humiliation f ol" them to be the last to enter where 
·t hey 3hould have i ntroduced all others; but on God's 
part i t is t he height o:f mercy. Here is the more 
remote end ( f or which the conversion or the Gentiles 
becon1es a means), which Paul indicates in the words 
borrowed f rom the passage o:f MOses quolfd above. 
10: 19:. '' to provoke them to jealousy. 11 
Thus t here i s a double sequel to the falling o:f Israel. 
The Gentiles have gained salvation and through them perhaps 
some Jews also will turn to Christ. 
This thought leads Paul to an even more joyful pros-
pect. .He says, "Now if their transgression means riches· 
:for the world• and if their failure means riches for the 
Gentiles, how much more does their full inclusion meanln 
The meaning of' To t(-r•'1f'd a'tJra,,J and ff A{f-~"Ol 
2loodet. -9.E.• -2.!!•• P• 399• 
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involves several d1ff1cult1os. Some comMontators feel that 
the idea or nwnber must bo introduced into them. However 
this interpretation is often the rosult o~ a ~1ll&n1al1st1c 
' G/ 
background . Hi)gax>ding ,e:, , -,T 1,.UO! Stoockhardt writes: 
Der Letztare Ausdruck bedoutot nicht i;iinderzahl, 
spndern9 wis I Cor. 6:7~ dasselbe, w!e das class1scbs 
,.,, r rot . D naml1oh lUede.rla.ge, Verlust, Sohaden. Der 
Schadon ist game1ntp den d1e Ju~~n mit 1hrem 
Uri..glauben a:1.ch zugeiogen haben. 
The meaning of rr /\ t{ f W ;1A ~ becomes clearer it' we 
look at its use i n ll::2$., There the totality or all be-
lieving Gent1;es is unmistat'l.y meant and so here it must 
mean the tot.al.tty of all believing Jews, both those who 
have been el~d and those who will be el~ed. Again we 
ret'er to Stoeckhax~dt: 
\ ) / A -' (\ "1 
Vd.e dei~ Auadruck TD if/( tljOW UO{ ·(l)))) f Q))lu~ 11:2.$, 
au1' die j onigen Hai den geht\ df e wirk_.lich ins Reich 
Gottos eingeh en. wie dor Beg.raff K.Oo;Aitas , 
He:J.dent"1el t in unse~ Vera alle die llaiden umtaast. 
welch3 factiseh den HeiohtilU.lll Christi erlangen. so 
umspan.,t der Begrif.f J.>leroma der Juden alle die 
Juden~ wolche factisoh des Hells in Cbri~to theil-
haft !.g werdan.,, wU.brend wir bei dem rnx.pO<. rr r w tJ. C( 
0£ t, 1')y und dam 7~ ,- r11~ C! a 't.rrG>v an die Juden -'iU 
denkan ~aban, ~eichefnicht glauben und verloren 
h 2 ge en. 
Tho sense is not that, it the Jewish loss made the world 
l"ic~ then the Jewish gain will make it even richer. 
Rather0 as Lenski points out it is thias 
22stoeckhardt, ,g,eo ~-· p • .516. 
23Ibid. 
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If the Jewish J.oas makes the world rich (which it 
surely does)p this fact stands out as such still 
more when many of these very Jews themselves now 
embrace this fulness 8 these riches. First. contrast 
make s t he r iches stand out; compare with those who 
throw away wealth and beggar themselves those who 
gather- it; in appear 1•1oh indeed; secondly. likeness 
does the same 9 the more so when it follows the con-
·ta--ast: t hose foolish beggars .. repenting of their 
folly ai~d again getting the fulneas of that wealth, 
by th~fl more than ever show that this is wealth in-
deed. l· 
The manner in which this versa is interpreted is im-
portant because the decision reached here will largely color 
the later inter pretation or 11:26. And those who later in-
terpret that verse to mean a goneral conversion 0£ Israel 
here also f eel that such a future conversion is meant. 
This viewD however, seems difficult to hold in view of the 
fact that Paul has just finished saying that only the true 
Israel~ the remnant cru.1 be considered as Israel, verses 
five to seven. To mako rrA1f W)'Dt. more than this rem-
nant flies in the face of all that Paul has said ·on this 
point. 
In verse thirteen Paul addresses the Roman Christians 
for the first time as such and explains. something to them. 
He says that as long as he is the special apostle of the 
Gentiles he will magnify and honor his ministry. not only 
for the single thought of saving as many Gentiles as possibl~, 
but also in tho hope that some of his brothers may be pro-
91 
voked to jealousy by this turn of events and be saved. 
Denney v:ritas: 
His (Pau.l~s) mi s sion to the Gentiles has an indi-
rect bearing on .his own countrymen; the more suc-
cess.ful h0 can make it, the greater is the pros-
pect that s ome of t~f* Jews also may be provoked to 
jealousy and saved.~ 
/ 
The T/llot.S in ve l'•se f'ourteen is worthy of' mention. Paul 
says "some. n Paul has no },..ope of the conversion of all the 
Jews. He is thinking only in terms of the "remnant." 
Verso f'i!'teen of'fors the explanation pointed to earlier 
in ver.se t~elvo , and tells why Paul might well glori.f'y his 
ministry.. "For if the casting away of them means the rec-
onciliation of t he world9 · what is the receiving of' them but 
life from the dead?'' Prof. Bartling enlarges: 
That "receiving" want on in part through Paul's 
m1niotry; it goes on today; it goes on wherever and 
whenever n some" Jews are saved. The casting away 
o:f t he harden ed J'ewish nation brought the recon-
ciliation o:f God to the Gentile world through the 
coming of tha Gospel to the Gentiles. That's the 
one side; the other is that whenever now a Jewr. one 
oi' the elect remnant, is received into the Kingdom 
1 t is like "life from the dead. 11 Conversion of 
Gentiles is that also (Eph. 2:5,6), but it is 
eminently so in the case of conversions in a nation 
so ~ons~icuously hardened and dead as the Jewish 
nat1.on.20 
Many commentators interpret verse rU-teen eschatolog1-
cal.ly. This can be d-0ne only at the expense or the Greek 
25nenney, .22• ill•, P• 679. 
26v1ctor Bartling,. "All Israel Shall be Saved, 
Rom. 11:26," Concordia Theoloi;tlcal Monthli (St. Louis: 
Concordia Publishing ilousa, 194i), XII, b J. 
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text, for i t neces s itates the insertion of' verbs where 
Paul has none; and verbs of the futur8 tenso at that. Gen-
erally this fc1"ces them to view trf66 A.?µ 1/fi.s either 
as "a 3lorlous boom era of the Church of Christ Jesus" or 
the flnal resurrection of the dead, which is supposed to 
f ollolT ai'ter that future conversion, even though the f'inal 
;, , .:; A 
is always called o(J)OJ.<:'TTO<O-l l ti( }) E. Kf WV • resurrection 
never ~t.o, ~ ,,_ 27 ~ D'f.. V ft( ('U''Y • '' This would therefor-a be 
another instancf) of Paul's use of the verblesa "presentat1ve 
sentence .. ,; Lenski demonst1 ... ates that this is a construction 
paralle l to verse twelve where tho verbs are also om!tted, 
and also points out that to add the future tense laads to 
misapplications of' Paul's predicato.28 An example of' this 
is unfor tunately given us · by Dodd: 
But P&ul es use of all this aachatolog!cal mythology 
is flu.c tu.ating and somewhat uncertain. The general 
sense probably is that he cannot concelve or the 
process of :history reaching its consummation until, 
as it ,vere" the lo-ose ends 0£ the divine purpose have 
been gathered together, so that the universe must 
wait for its final destiny of b~~ssedzless until 
I srael has been brought to God. '-J 
Continuing that pai~t of his message meant ·particularly 
ror t he Gentiles Paul warns them .in verses sixteen to twenty-
27Bartling, 22.• .£!!•, P• 643. 
28Lensk1, .21?.• ~., P• 700. 
29c. H. Dodd, "The Epistle or Paul to 
Mofrat New Testament Commentary (New York: 




four against becoming falsely proud over their position or 
mercy. He begins with two axiomatic statements. "Ir the 
dough ofi'ered as f1rat-1'ruits ls holy, so ls the whole lump;· 
and if' the l"oot is holy, · so are the branches." Regarding the 
i'h•st i'igure» that of a lump of d·ough, the meaning of the 
apostle is simply that as the part is» so is t ·he whole. 
Paul had in mind the Old Testamont scene of' the offering or 
first-fruits (~he firstborn, the first sheaf of' grain har-
vested, the first portion of dough removed .from the whole 
kneaded lump of dough). The same meaning is brought out by 
the second illustrations pertaining to root and b1:-anches. 
Tho branches of a t~ee can be in no better or worse condi-
tion than the roots. What and who are meant by these f'ig-
ures? Undoubtedly the first portion and the root are either 
Abraham or Abraham, Isaac and Jacob taken to.gather. The 
lump of dough and the branches are then all of their spiritual. 
descendants or the believing Israelites as Paul has been so 
/ 
care.ful to make clear,, 9:7. Thus the TrfoaA1µl/frs or 
verse fifteen correspon<l:s w1_th the charact~J:- ot holiness· or 
the true Israel from its;. origin until Paul's t_tme. 
Paul next takes up the figure of the olive tree and 
branches and enlarges on it. He introduces the unusual fig-
ure of wild olive branches grafted on to the d.omesticated 
trunk,, just the reverse of what is usually done. Various 
reasons have been suggested for Paul's doing this• so&e say-
ing~ for example that Paul was a city-bred persQn and did 
not know the 1ntr1cac1es of this type of wo,zak. Uowever 
Lenski seams to have caught the spirit of Paul !n using 
them when he wr ites: 
The roason is tho .fact that in tho whole world o,f 
natu.ra a.l'ld or men nothing exists that 1.s comparable 
to what God's lovo and grace hava done and still do. 
It :ls .for this x~eason that illust.rations have to be 
invented or acts that never happen auong men but.
30 nevol"'thalo·ssu p1cturo the astounding acts of God. 
Proceeding with the illustrat1011 i tsalf we rind the 
following pictui~e in the mind or Paul. He addresses a 
Gentile Christian, one who represents all Gentiles.~~ 
is the representative singular. And by speaking in the 
s ame o onnoction of "some11 we sea that Paul does not neces-
sarily have· large nurAbers in mind. It is not of. importanc-e 
for what Paul wants to say to the Gentilos whether few er 
many J°tms \.10ra ·removed or few or ?DSny Gentiles substituted. 
The branches which are l>roken off are, of" course, those 
Jews who have rejected ci-,..r1st and His Oospe·lo On the other 
hand the Gentile Christians were by nature, originally sepa-
rate from God. They were part or a wild olive tree complete-
ly disconneotod from God. Bu~ by God's mercy tha Gentiles 
became believora and waro grafted onto the fine domestic 
tree, the people of God. They became branohes as tiwu.ly aa 
those former branches. They were branches on the same basis 
and enjoyed the same z,ichness as the natural branc.hea. 
30tensk1~ ..22• ~., P• 704. 
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Thia interpretation, again,. 1s baaed,. on Paul's careful 
distinction between the true ~arael and the phyaical Israel. 
In this case the question revolves around the meaning given 
to the olive tree, whether it is the entire Jewish nation 
or the remnant, the sp 1ritual Israel. The tertium of the 
illustration, 71 the fatnoas, 11 indicates the latter~ Paul 
ha~ sh ov1n tha·t the bulk of the Jewish nation is dead 
spiritually. Hence there could be no fatness there. Also 
since thoaa, oranches whic~ were cut off were treated thus 
because of their unbelief, v. 20, those remaining must be 
those vrho bolieve and hence part of the spil"i tual trunk, 
or spiritual Israel. The thought is the followin8: even 
as a fruitful and beneficial sap goes up into a tree and all 
1.ts branches from the roots, thus Ol'"inging life to the.n all, 
so the spiritual gi.fts Biven to Abraham remain through the 
tree grown from these roots and are even given to the w1 ld 
branches grafted in. 
In verso eighteen Paul warns the Gentiles who have been 
saved not to boast over the branches that were cut o.ff, as 
1.f they were better. I.f they should boast, they should not 
.forget that they are not bearing the root, but that rather 
the root 1s nourishing them. The thought is that they have 
reason to be thank.ful· to Israel, through which blessings have 
come to them. Stoeckhardt explains: 
Die Meinung 1st aiso die: Was deinem Christenstand, 
du Heidenom-"ist, -Kratt und Halt gibt, das 1st de1ne 
Verbindung mit der Wnrzel, mit der Verheissung, die 
den Vlitex•n Izraols geworden 1st, und die jetzt die 
Form des Evangel1usm angenommen hat. Nur so lange 
oin Christ au.o Gottes 1:1ort Saft,. Kraft Leban saugt 
und einziehtg blQfbt er auch ein lebendiges Gl1ed der 
Gemeinde Gottes ._j-
Paul continues h is discussion with the presumptuous 
Gentile in verse nln0t0en. " You will say. 'Branches ware 
broken off so t ha·t 1 might be gra.t'tod in. t " K (X A W S 
answers Paul with a t ouch of irony. But ho denies at once 
the implic ation of superiority. He says, "Those branches 
were broken off because of their unbelief, but you at~~d 
fas t only through f a i th. So do not become proud and high-
minded9 but stand in awe and fear~ .1~ Haro Paul points out 
the ror1ner branches wera not broken off because the branches 
of t he wil d tree were better. That isnot the case at all. 
Rather they should r econsider th@ true facta of the case,. 
namely t hat everything is dependent upon fa.1th. Nygren 
summarizes Paul's thought thus: 
But \7hat was it that caused Israel's fall? It was 
their unbelief; or, 1n other words. Israel fell be-
cause they trustod in their advantage, and were not 
d1sposod to accept all by the free grace of God. 
n,rhey were broken oft because of their unbalie.r. but 
you stand fast only through raith. So do not become 
proud but stB.l'ld in awe." Paul knows that the same 
tempt~tion that caused Israel's fall. also con.fronts 
the Christian and constitutes a grave peril tor him. 
The Jew says, nr belong to God•sown people." He 
puts his confidence in-circumcision and the promises 
of the fathers. In his complacency he refuses t'a!th. 
But in exactly similar manner, the Christian is tempted 
to say. "I belong to the spiritual Israel." He 1s 




his confidence in his own faith. bis 
Christianity.J 
And as Denney adds:-
'l'he security of the Gentiles depended on fai th)I and 
it is the tnost elementary- principle of a religion of 
faith (3; 27) that it excludes boasting.33 
Paul ~s admonition which follows is well put since 
everythi ng mus t be f'ocused on faith. "Be not high-minded 
but fear, For if God did not spare tho natural branches 
neither will he spare you. 11 Humanly speaking the Jews can 
be said to have had a slight edge over the Gentiles in that 
they were the natural brancheso Yet even this fact did not 
help the m~ Surely then it will be of no help to the Gentiles 
to glory falsely in their position. If they do not have 
true faith (rod will cut them off even moro quickly than the 
Jews were broken arr. 
The main points to be considered by the Gentile are 
rather the kindness and sternness of God as revealed by this 
story 0£ the olive tree. On the one hand the severity of 
God is to be noted in . the condition or the unbelieving Jews. 
They were broken off from the tree because of their unbelief. 
On the other hand the kindness of God can be seen in the fact 
that God has given his salvation to those who were once pagan. 
The meaning is given by Lenski: _ 
The implication is that thia beneficence on the part 
32Nygren. E.2• ill•• P• 401. 
33nenney,. -22• ill•• P• 681. 
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of God shoulci fill the Gontila beneficiary '71th 
profoundest gratitude toward God. Such gratitude 
keeps out all .false pride and glorying, p.ll pre-
sumption and false f'eeling of security.3Li-
A condition must ba met too. The Gentiles will share 
this kindness or God only as long as they believe in it and 
remain in it th.rough faith. In order to have it they would 
have to continue to trust 1n it. Only as long as they kaep 
theraaelvas a.ware of their indebtedness to God for what they 
have 9 will they be able to remain in that favorable condi-
;) I 
tion~ ~ It" f l as tn verse six means "f'or otherwise." The 
Gentile Christians~ above all must remain humble, otherwise. 
their fate will be the same as that of the Jews. Hygren 
notes: 
Pride and self-exaltation are unbelief'; that is to 
put one's confidence in oneself, as if one's o'l.'V!?. 
superiority were the reason tor acceptance by God. 
~'ho.t is to reverse the relation between the tree 
and tho branchos., between the root and the branches.,. 
as if the branches bore the root, rather than the 
opposite. In that wny one doe,s not build on the 
cornerstone, Christ, but on himself; and then Christ 
becomes the stone that makes men atumble.J!:> 
The other alternative ia also possible as Paul states 
in verse twenty-three. If the unbelieving Jews do not per-
sist in their unbelief they too can be grafted into the tree 
once more, .for God certainly has this power to gr·a.tt them in 
again. The Gentile Christian is to remember what Paul has 
34-tenski, ..2E.• ill•• P• 709• 
3.SNygren, ,22• ill•• P• 402~ 
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already s·a id repeatedly ( in vv. 1-11), that Israel is not 
cut off in ~. The s ame grace v1hich the Gentile believer 
has i s opofi to the .rew~ under the same condition or :raith, 
'11here i s a chance for t he· unbelieving Jews to be grafted 
back int o t he tree. If he ropentsD ~ sinner can once more 
r e tuPn t o God's gracee And again, humanly speaking,. this 
woul d be e as ier for God to do than it was for Him to make a 
Gent i l e a believer since the Jews ru. .. o the natural branches 
in t he fl1:-s t place. Lenski gives us ~he gist of Paul's 
argument:- . 
The argument is this: if' God is able to perforr:i two 
act e:; in saving the Gentile11 how r11uch more will he be 
able to perform the one act which. is alone required 
to save a Jew? Looked at from this angle. we must. 
i ndeed» sny that it is a tremendous deod to pry a 
pagan loose from his paganism, to which is then added 
t he t ask of uni ting him ,vi th the very covenant 
( Abr•aham) from which the Jews fell away. Now a Jew 
does not need tho former operation., for he is already 
froe from paganism; he noeds only to be restored to 
"hi s own olive tree. 11 The point. however, is not 
that 1t is much easier to save a Jew than a pagan. 
Th0 so.me groat power of grace is required to save 
either. The point is that, if God has dQne a thing 
that one must consider "contrary to nature," he cer-
tainly demonstrates that he ls able also to do a 
t h ing whigh we must consider as "in accord with 
nature." 3 
With this statement reg·arding the possibill ty of 
Israel's being saved if they turn to Christ, Paul prepares 
the way f'or his final statom.onts in regard to the "remnant 
according to an e'leotion of grace" ( v • .$) which is also 
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called "the e l ec ·tion" (v. 7) . of whose being grat'ted 1nt-o 
thei:z:· uwn ol :i.ve tree he ho.s juct apoken. And once more he 





c. 11:25-36 Israel is Hardened Only in Part, and the True 
Israel will be Saved by tho Mercy o.f God• to 
Whom be Glory and Praise Forover. 
It will be well to state both the Greek and the 
English texts of those t\"~o much-disputed verses. They are 
as followsg the English being the Revised Standard Version 
and the Greok that of Nestle's text: 
1. Lest you be wise ·1n your own conceits, I want you 
to understand this mystery, brethren: a hardening has come 
upon part of' Israelg until the .full numborof' tbs· Gentiles 
come in~ and so all Israel will be saved.37 
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The sentence begins with the explanatory conjunction 
I oC!f . which links it to the preceding argument concerning 
·the remnant ( vv. 5, 1, 14), and to the warning of the 
Gentiles running through the whole argument. The ; J f 1tfo( 
addressed are the Gentiles as is shown by~ the contrast with 
37The Nev Testament,~Revised Standard Version (New York: 
Thomas Nei'son"9& Sons,, 194,0),, P• 343. 
38Novum Testamentum Graace. edited by Eberhard Nestle 
and Erwin Nestle (Stutt~!lI't: Pr1vileg1erte Wtlrttembergiscbe 
B1belanstalt,, 1948),,. P• 415. 
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the Jews and also by verses twenty-eight and twenty-nine. 
Paul tells these 11 brethren11 that he would not have them 
/ 
ignorant of a ,M lJo rJf I O>) • 
means is ably stated by _Bartl1ng: 
What tr~s word 1tsel£ 
A "mys·tery11 is not necessarily something abstruse 
and difficult to understand. In pagan rel1~1on 
"mystery" was a technical term to denote a ' eecret11 
01" "secret doctrine" known only to the initiated, 
which they were not at liberty to disclose. In 
1'Ie\'7 Testam<3nt usage 9 however, a mystery ls "not a 
thing which must be secret.. On the contrary, 1 t is 
a secret whl~od wills to make lmown, and has 
charged His apostl~a to declare, to those who have 
ears to hear it. 11 3'1 · 
The reason Paul tells his re-aders this mystery is that 
they may not be 11wise in their own conceits." He doesnot 
want them to jwnp to conclusions based on their own limited 
observation of the Jew over against the Gospel. 
The contents of the mystery are three-fold: 
1. Hardening of the heart has come upon Israel in 
part. With this phrase Paul looks back to and condenses 
verse eight" "The rest were hardened, the election obtained." 
Once more he is thinking of the remnant, the election, the 
11 some" that can and will be saved (11::1-5, 7, 14; cf. l:16J 
I 
10:11-16). This tfWf W CTI .S is ,the same judicial, pun1-
t1veD final petrifaction, the result of selr-hardening, 
which we rind in verse eight. Petrifaction, hardening, 
;, ' / 
Verstoclcung, has come upon part of Israel. Git TrO )" 'EfO/)!, • 
39aartling, .22.• ill•, P• 64,4.. 
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says Paul. In other words this condition does not apply to 
fil of Israel. One cannot say that there is no hope ror al1 -
0£ Israel. Not~ the unbelievers are hardened in their 
unbelief . Certainly these two words cannot be taken in a 
\ 
temporal sense, in the light of verse seventeen, rl VE..S 
TW>) K. h ~ Jc.v }) 
. .:> / 
ol 0<X ,r 1 r o t 
\ \ \ > \ l 
; 28b, I< ot.-rol o €.. T1.., f k:' t\Ol )'J !" 
\ ;) > :> A' 
; or 14. TI J/o(~ l ) Qt U -r W J) • 
2 . nTil t he f ulness or the Gentiles have entered~ " 
Having stated positively that only a part of Israel has 
been hardened and that for the rest a special ·period of 
grace haa been granted by God, Paul now gives us the tempor-
al extens ion of that period of grace, as 1s brought out by 
;, I 
t he sub junctive 'i to c lt t)rt • the time being indef inite. 
11Come i n" has no exprassed terminus. But as the usage of 
the word in the gospels makes clear, the understood 
terminus is the final consummation of the kingdom of God.40 
J( ~ 
This i s the force of the temporal conjuct1on o{{f'' 04/ also. 
There has been very much written by the various commentators 
regarding 1 ts meaning. Here it marks nothing more than the 
end of this period of grace. The partial hardening will 
l ast until the "f'ulneas of the Gentiles" has come in; Paul 
is in no way implying that then it will cease or that any-
thing else will follow that terminus beside what Scripture 
tells us, viz. Matt. 24:·14, that tha end will come. However 
40cr. Matt • .5:20 with 23:13 and 7":13. 
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this conj',~ction has been interpreted to mean that the 
petrifac t ion will go on until the"tulness or the Gentiles 
have come in" and t hen it will be converted into softness 
and a period of special grace for the entire Jewish nation. 
Such a viev; is untenable as Lenski notes,. "When judicial 
hardening s ets in• it is final. 
if i t were no·t final. See 9:18. 
It could not be Judicial. 
/' 
The T(~ f CJ.) 0-1.5 is 
doom." 41 Thus what Paul means to say is that this period of 
grace £or the Jews coexists with t}:lat of the Gentiles 11 until 
t he f ulness of t he Gentiles have come in. " As Bartling 
observes : 
There are three coextensive lines: (l) Gentiles 
comi ng into the Kingdom; (2) a part of Israel 
hardened; (3) a part of Israel which 1s not hard-
ened and which. as the whole chapter shows. is the 
elect r emnant whQse "re~option" is like "lite 
f r om the dead. ,,q..:: 
)' ~ 
Hence ()J.. ( f r e> lJ signif'ies that these three conditions will 
go on simultaneously until some future terminus. But it 
signifies nothing regarding what happens after that torminus. 
That will depend upon the nature of the situation. and what 
' / ' that will be has been given us by Jesus: KOi ( 1©1E TO 
T { A. 0 .S • Bartling writes: 
Uhat. then, about the Jewish petrifaction? Is it to 
be replaced by the opposite, tho living heart of raitht 
No. Is it to continue? No •. again. The end has come; 
41Lensk1, 2.2• ill•• P• 721. 
42aartling,. .22• ill•• P• 647. 
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11 no 111ore Gospel against ,1hich to set hearts of 
stone. no more salvation to reject with adamant 
opposition." Walthei., says: "after the entering 
of the Gentiles. that is• after Judgment Day. we 
can as little speak of a continued partial harden-
ing of Israel as of a showin6 forth of tbe Lord's 
daa1;h a.1.'ter lie has come,, I Cor. 11:26."Ll,J 
' \ / -ro '(T A VJ p ~ u O! 1 a here the total number of the elect 
Gentiles. Only absolute restitutional1sts have dared to sug-
gest that it could mean all Gentiles without exception, ruid 
to do this is to cast aside completely Paults frequent state-
mentsD to the contrary ·to say nothing of the rest of the 
Bible. To quote Lenski once more: 
nThe i'ulness of the Gentilesu :.is their full number. 
On this expression, too. debate has needlessly cen-
tered. Only an exegete would surmise that the totali-
ty of Gentile nations is · re.f'erred to, and then think 
t hat tho Jewish nation vrou.ld come in as the last 
and final nation. Nor does ".f'ulness" mean all the 
Gentiles in the world. The i'ulnesa of tho Gentiles 
equals 'the number of Gentile believers, all the 
sheep nnot or this foldJt" which Jesus will also 44 bring (John 10:16). llere the word refers to number. 
3. "And thus all Israel will be saved." For most com-
mentators these words have been the basis for the bulk of 
their discussion. They have been interpreted in many and 
varied ways. Augustine was one of the first to give them 
his own particular meaning when he voiced the opinion that 
Elijah and Enoch would return end convert the entire Jewish 
nation. In the Middle Ages the Venerable Bede spread the 
4-3Bartling, .22.• ill•• P• 647 • 
44Lenski• .22• .£.!!•, P• 720. 
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idea of t h is general conversion and it became fixed in the 
Catholic Char ch. 'l'he int erpreters of the Reformation 
per iod returned to a mor e Biblic~l view. but Reformed theo-
logians have onca mor e tended to the teaching or a general 
Jewish convers i on. I n our times the sentence has been 
seized upon e ager ly by all chiliest1c groups who find in it 
a pseudo-support .for tha i r extreme views. Generally the 
vari ous i nterpreta tions fall into t \'fO groups. which will be 
disc ussed indi v i dually. 
A. The .first group are those generally who feel that 
A /r / A trots - O'f'a' 7 f\ means tho physical Israel which shall 
be r estor ed. Their view depends heavily upon making Koi. I 
C. ' 
0 ii rw..s raean "and then. 11 This is questionable Greek and 
the many passages said to parallel this usage are only too 
often cit ed wi thout justification as Lanski shows.45 Hence 
'\ er 
/(O( L <O tJ rw..s can only signify manne1-. ar modality. 
It is to be noted that these restitutioniste themselves 
A 
take the term rrot$ with varying degrees of literalness. 
At one extreme there is the dispensational school which 
holds that Paul speaks hero of every Jew that has lived• is 
living. or will live. It must be said that if Israel here 
is the physical Israel. then only these absolute restitu-
tionists are right• who see all the~ hardened Jews 
4.5Lensk1 • .22• .2.!l•• p. 72.5. cf. also Stoeckhardt. 
PP• .542-.543• 
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ra1aod alrio t o join the generation that is saved after th.e 
Gentiles have entered i n . Bartling comruonts: 
That indeed does justice to the "all," but at the 
pr ice of c asting the res t of the Bible overboard. 
These r e s t itutionists, we raust grant, at least see 
the point that the Israel which Paul speaks of in-
cludes all ~e.nerations. Indeed, the progressive 
s a v i ng of Israe l i s t he themo of our chapter. This. 
ho~e ver, i s generally disregarded, and all attention 
ts c enter ed on tg.e physical I srael of the assumed 
Lrl.llennie.l age .~ 
Moat of t he se 1nte1 .. preterss however~ are not willing to 
make t h i s purel y logical and necessary deduction. and whittle 
1 t d0vm to mean Israel as a ,1hole, or Israel as a nation. 
So Den ney :. 
I t means I srael as a whole. Paul is thinking of the 
histori cal people , as the contrast with Gentiles 
shows, but he is not thinking or them one by one. 
Israel a Christian nation, Israel as a nation a 
par t of t he ~'i~s sianic kingdom, is the content of 
his tllought.i+'f 
Such a vie,·, i nvolves the interpreter in a rather :tear-
ful dilemma as Bartl i ng again shows: 
Bu t lf the petrifaction in part is to ra11 away, as 
they insist, then the 11 all Israel11 must be 100 per 
c ent., and the balancing "£ulness of the Gentilesn 
must be 100 per cent. of the Gentiles -- absolute 
uni versal1am in both dil'•ections l WhaJ; becomes then, 
pray, or the Pauline doctrine of the i ,c A0(.'1_ • the 
election of ~raP.t? (Cf. Rom. 9:6-18~23,24-,27; 10:20, 
21; 11 ::1+,5,26. )1+0 
4f>Bartling, .22• ill.•, P• 651. 
~7Denney, .2£• .£.!i•, P• 683. cf. also Sanday & Headlam, 
p. 335. . 
48aartling, .22• .Q..!1., P• 651. 
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In nddition to this difficulty of correctly interpret-
A 
1ng trot5 P t he view of I srael aa the physical Israel comes 
to gr ief at s everal other points. For one it rides rough-
shod o ve1" evorything Paul has said about the distinction 
between t he phyai cal and spiritual Isrnel. Throughout 
t hese thre0 chapt er s he has been care.ful to distinguish be-
t ween the el ect in Israel and t he nation of Israal. 
Bartling revoe.ls t he ridiculo!ls nature of this attempt: 
Furthermore t he opposing view virtually makes Paul 
s ay in t h is verso : "Brethren. I have written three 
chapters to show that 'they are not all Israel that 
arc o.f Iarae1 r (9:6). I take that all back: all 
t hat are of Israel are Israel. and all Israel shall 
be s aved.-It is only too bad that you Gentiles 
haven' t JeTilsh blood in your veins. " This is suf-
f icient i n itself to show that the second interpre-
tation is cl~a.i~ly wrong. It involves Paul in self-
contradiction and makes him give a priority to tha 
J evrn v:hich his whole letter opposes.LJ.9 
Finally this view comas to nought in that it involves 
a line of thought in direct opposition to / ;; ' rrwp W <1'1.S e1 rro 
I ~ 
JA EfO vs of verse twenty-five. !ttvpwo-1.s and salvation 
are mutually exclusive terms and no amount of arguing can 
make them otherwise. Once more we quote Bartling: 
Paul does not say that the partial hardening is 
temporal in the s~nse of its passing over into non-
hardening and conversion. The sequel of hardening is 
t'inal doom. If the view of the opposition is right. 
there is no point to Scripture's warning( Heb. J:8): 
n Today it' ye shall hear His voice~ harden not your 
hearts." A-t least as far as Israel is concerned• 
these words should be turned into the promise: "If 
49Bartl1ng • .9.2 • .2!1•, P• 650. 
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todny yo,.i hear not Hia voice and hn.rden your 
heartsp~tomorrow you ~hall nevertheless all be 
saved. " .;;JO 
B. A. ->f I The o t hf;;l' Vi:'Wl is that rrot.5 <Tf~?)J r <:>fers to all 
sp il'•i tual Isro.el . Dy t _, is i s meant all the elect of Israel. 
Th is i s i:?1 keeping vlith the contra.nt which Paul haa baon 
making i n the ,vhole section i'i•om Chaptar nine on. Paul has 
been making t h is distinction continually, using -_,-arioua 
terrt1s. I11 verse t welve they are the f'ulness; in verse five 
t hey a.re the remnant; ir.i. 9:6-8 they are the S!)iritual Israel; 
i.n 10~27 the rema.i.ni ng part; in 11:7 they n.re the election or 
the elect. And here finally they are called "all Israel." 
A 
Another vaPiat1on of' t h is interpretation is that rrot .S 
'T. I _a-(.Hl >-J A. means all. believers, ~ Jew and Gentile. This 
A 
vien i s based partially on the idea that tTfXi must imply this. 
or else be rather redundant to say the least. Yet it is 
A 
most natural for Paul to say ( ( ~5 in order to balance his 
p1 .. evious statement the II tulness11 of the Gentiles. Bart.ling 
reflects this balance: 
Just as the full nwuber of the Gentiles means all 
elect and aavedGent5.les;-so all Israel ls the fall 
number of elect and saved Israelites trom Abrahan to 
the last J ew before the end of the world who con.fessgs: 
".Blasned is He !;hat cometh in the name of the Lord. 11!:>l 
It does not seam likely that a.t'ter he has been so careful to 
state what t~e true Israel really is, Paul would now suddenly 
50Bartling, .2J!• ill•, P•· 6$0. 
5lBartl1ng• .2£• ill•• P• 648• 
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bring i n t ':1.e confusing thought that Israel is now more then 
j u s-t. t h a t.11 e 1r en t hough ho does use the t erm in this sense 
upon occasion ( Gal. 6:16). lierep howeverp Paul is thining 
o f I s r a e l onl y f rom tho an3le of the "1"amnant11 as 
c lear thr·ou(;l1out the d i scussion. In addition tha 
:, / 
arid O{(f(){ rr1 ·ro t of verse t wenty-eight and the 
he makes 
l4 ~~ f 
o v ·, o t 
of ver e thi r t y-one Yrould lose their reference if tho total 
congr egt;l.tion of b~l i overs v10r0 meant . \7e should expect also 
t hat ii' Pnul wore t h inking of Israel as meaning the total 
A. »fo~ numbe::> of the elec t of God he wo ul d add rou as in 
t he Gal at i ons passage. Hence rr:}5 :>Io-ft){ 1/( here can 
me an on l y on e thing g n amely:i all the elect of Isr•aol; all 
those born J ews who have and wi ll receive Christ as their 
Savior . 
In vers es t wenty-s ix and twenty-seven Paul tells what 
/ 
the <J"'(J.) rer 'f / of , the salvation for all Israel, means by 
quoting f r om Isaiah .59:20,21 and Isaiah ·27:9. "And so all 
I srael shall bo saved. even as it is written, There shall 
come out of Zion the Deliverer; . He shall turn away ungodli-
ness from Jacob . And this is My covenant unto thum, when I 
shall take away their sins." With this quotation, drawn 
from a numbe1" of prophetic passages ot Isaiah, Paul shows 
that f'org ivenes.s of sins &nd justi!'ication by faith are the 
salvation of I srael, not a return to Palestine or some ex-
ternal Christian veneer. 
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These passages uphold and clinch the interpretation 
just g iven for verses twenty-five and twenty-six. Bartling 
observes: 
The prophetic passages which Paul quotes in substance 
happen to be passages that treat not of the last 
times bef ore the end of the world, but of theEttitire 
New Testament, beg inning with Christ' s first advent. 
Admittedly t hey treat of the justification of the 
Jewa who t urn from unbelief, and do not treat of a 
future c onvers ion of all phys ical Israel, as one 
should expect l f Paul really taught
2
that in his 
wor d s "all Israel shall be saved."!:> 
That Paul refer s to the first advent of Christ is 
brought out by the f_ I( ~ ,~ v • This is a change f'rom 
both the Hebrew and LXX which have other prepositions for 
> 
• Paul does this deliberately, not f'rom a rau.lty mem-
or y as some have suggested.53 No, Paul is definitely 
think ing of Christ's first advent and uses "out of Zion" 
instead of r, out of heavon, " · thus ruling out any millennial-
i s tic interpretation of these verses. Stoeckhardt summar-
izes: 
Wann Hofmann • . Luthardt und andere Ausleger das 
ciH ~\: t & v o J;(. F vo.s au£ den zwelten Advent 
Christi ba~ eheh · und von diesem di.e Bekehrung der 
Volksgeme1nde Israel abhllngig machen, so stept 
dies in grellem Contrast nicht nur mit dem ~ f< 
~ 1 ~ ~ sondern auch mit dem Gesammtinhal t des 
Citats, welches nur von dem Heat Jakobs redet, und 
ilberhaupt mit alle dem, was die Schrift von der 
Wiederkuntt Christi und dem Ende der Dinge lehrt. 
E~ liegt aut der Hand, dass Paulus das alttestament-
liche Citat als einen Schriftbeleg nur 11\r das 
rr~s ~r"" .pot~,\ dw&{ O"" i ictl einft1hrt, nicht auch rnr 
52aartl1ng, ..21?.• ill•,, P• 651. 
53nenney, .2£• ~-• P• 684. 
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' t./ 
das ,<a C O t)TW~ 11 fB.r die v. 25 angegebene 
und Weise der Errettung Is1;1lels, von welcher 
Prophetenwort nichts aagt.~4 
Art 
das 
I n verses t wenty- eight to twenty-nine Paul tells his 
Gentile reader s t wo important things about "all Israel, " 
t he believing Jews throughout the centuries. Considering 
t he Gospel, the se Jews are at first unbelieving, "enemies, " 
but not hardened. Paul does not say they have been petri-
fied as with t he "rest" in verse seven. When the Gentile 
Christians look at the Jews in their unbelief and hostility, 
Paul wants them t o distinguish those whose unbelief has not 
advanced to hardening and then wants these Gentile Christians 
to rer:iember that Jewis h unbelief caused the Gospel to come 
to the Gentiles so that they, the Gentile Christians, now 
h ave its 1•iches. Thus "for your sakes~ sumsup what Paul !la s 
s a id at greator length in verses eleven and twelve. On the 
other hand, when the Gentiles view these believing Jews in 
tho light of their election. they must see them as the be-
loved of God. And in a most striking way Paul adds his 
second 6,J phrase, nror the fathers• sake •. " This phrase 
points to the past even as the first one points to the pre-
~ and future. The meaning is that many Jews are elected 
by God as a fulfillment or God's promises that the descend-
ants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob should be a great people. 
Lenski writes: 
54-stoeekhardt, .21?.·• ill•, PP• 54-6-547 • 
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The force of the term (fathers') and of the phrase 
lies :i..n the ract that these "beloved" Jews are not 
only natural but at the same time spiritual sona~or 
these spiritual fathers. sons~eatored to this their 
blessed spiritual connection.>> 
Verse twenty-nine shows the constancy of God and looks 
\ \ "' / \ / 
bnck to 0 101 rous f(O! f"t"fOlS • Tot t(O(f lOiAO!ro( point 
to the many times in the past when God showed special grace 
to the fathers. And the main one of these 
/ 
X ot.f10-_µ Of rr>1. 
t heir I\. (lqcr I.S is • When God called the :fathers. he called 
them vlith a call as unchange able as He is. And what He 
prontised He will carry out. Hence He will not let the 
elect children of these fathers go unsaved. 
In ,,erses thirty to thirty-two Pa.ul shows how God's 
mercy ultimately triumphs. He summarizes the dialectic 
brought out by the ontire chapter. namely, that because of 
the Jaws the Gentiles have received the converting message. 
and that nov1 the Jews would receive the life-givi:ng Gospel 
because of tho Gentiles. Of course this must be rightly 
understood in the light of the entire preceding discussion. 
Paul here is closing his entire presentation. He says. 
"Even as you. Gentile Christians at one time were disobedient 
to God• but now have received mercy by means of the disobedi-
ence ·or the Jews. so also these have now become disobedient 
in order that by thia same mercy shown to you. they also mar 
be 8iven mercy." Lenski states: 
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These still disobedient Jews. Paul says. are in the 
position you believing Gentiles once occupied with 
your disobedience: aa their disobedience brought 
you mercy. the mercy you have is to bring them to 
the same mercy rrom their disobedience. The aorist 
E ~ f ..-,~WC71 implies that it will do so. So God 
made lno mistake., has nothing to regret in 1•egard to 
the gracious girts and the call he extended to the 
patriarchs and to the Jews. All 1g working out 
according to his wonderful plans.5 
All finally 1a tied together by Paul's statement in 
verse thirty-two. "For God has consigned all men to dis-
obedience, that he may have mercy upon all." All men here 
means all the elect. "every individual among those of whom 
Paul is speaking, those Gentiles and those Jews who in this 
equal disobedience are brought to faith and salvation by 
God's equal mercy. 1157 ere)>)~ A f. ( f l v means "to shut up 
together. Stoockhardt derives the Dlllning 0 abandoned" via the 
Ilebrew.58 God shut up both the Jew and Gentile together in 
the hopeless prison of their disobedience, for one purpose, 
and that was to show Hia mercy to all. Lenski enlarges 
correctly: 
God shut them up together to disobedience means 
that, locked in thus. all hope and all self-help 
had disappeared. Disobedience. disobedience was 
nll th~y had, all they could bring forth. Only 
one door permits one to leave this prison and it 
is inscrib~d: "God's ~ercy.n That is why all 
else was taken from them: "in order that he (God) 
56te11ski, .2.E.• ill.•• P• 736. 
57Lensk1, .21?• .2.!1•• P• 737. 
58-Stoeckhardt, -21?.• ill•, P• .54-9 .• 
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might mercy them" ( aoriet 11 actually~ fully). 
bestow his mercy on thom. turn them from their 
ungodliness ( in contrition) and take ·away their 
sinn (in justification), v. 26,27.59 
Thus a contrast is involvod here, the unf'athomable contrast 
between the mercy 0£ God and the hopeless state or both 
(Jew B..nd Gentile• 
Finally, a.s Paul contemplates the greatness of God's 
mercy as brou[Sht out by this contrast, he breaks forth in 
a son~ of ra.ptw"ous prai.so, which alao becomes more clearly 
outlined when it is contrasted with the heartbroken intro-
duction to this section (9:1 ff'.). As he looks back at all 
t he great .facts that he hns pointod to in this section. at 
all the great manifestations of God• a love and mOl"CY• Paul 
must glve out a rapturous cry expressing the unsearchable 
greatness of God. ~cf So~ is a"universal figure for what 
is i'mrnaasurable or lncalculable," according to Denney.60 
Human reason cannot fully plWllb the depths of the ~arvelous 
riches of God's wisdom and lmowledge. The latter are best 
I 
taken as dependent upon ,r A,ov roo and not coordinate with 
I 
it. o,:)(f , Ol .5, points to God's purpose and His ability to 
use knowledge for the highest good. to overrule everything 
I 
for good and ishence the greater ·term. O ))WofW.S points to 
IIia knowing all circumstances and the proper means to put 
59Lenski• .2£• ill~• P• 7J8. 
60Denney. E.a .. ill•, p .• 686. 
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His designs into action. It is the ability to provide the 
means wisdom needs. ;JO: 'B o..s is next explained by Paul 
with the terms ~ t) e(f ~ ( E tJ ti >J , ol and ~ I) fr ( /l),) 1"ot6" T()l . 
Lenski translates th0se as "unaearchable11 and "untraceable. 11 
The forrael"' then means r: that all ouz• efforts at searching 
ru.'e vain, the latter that even where God has gone and has 
done things we cannot discover the tracks and track his 
course; they leave u.s in a labyrlnthian maze. 11 61 The 
I 
k. ( 11. i Of rot are God's "decisions.n Stoeokhardt defines 
t h em as follows: 
Die Gerichtu Gott0s s:i.11.d vornehmlich seine Verstock-
ungsgerichteg die in den ew1gen Zorn auslaufen. Diese 
zeugen, wie von der Gerechtigkeit, so auch von der 
Weish~it Gottes. Gott w"tas die 'Widerstrebenden 
e l.eichsam in ihren elgerien Schlingen zu fangon$ indem 
er sie in ihren ve1'"kehrten Sinn dah!ngibt und ibrom 
selbsterwlhlten Verderben &berl~sst. Und Gott weias 
dio Strai'gerichte an den Gottlosen, Ungliuo6~en seinem ee.nzen Weltplan dienstbar zu mach9n. 
c. C r ' ;., I'\. 
God' a ways,, O! t O ooc ot I) rO i) $ are His methods or 
measures. In vieY; of the context here we could point to 
the msasui~es of God by moans of which He gathers Hispeople, 
both Jew SJl.d Gentile,. in spite of theil' sini'u.l antagonism. 
Here too man must certainly stand in awe9 as he contemplates 
God•s ways with the sinner and disobedient son. 
In verses thirty-four and thirty-five Paul expresses 
himself in Old Testament language once more by quoting two 
61Lensk1, .22• ill•, P• 741• 
62stoeokhardt, ..2£• ill•,· P• 551. 
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rhetoric a l qu.est :tons dealing with God . In the f'1rst~ al-
most an e.da9ta.t:l.on of Isaiah 40:13, Paul sho,·rn that it 1a 
not something overly surprising that God is so inscrutable 
1n Hi e jt.1.dgments end \Vays . " For ,1ho has lmovm tha mind of' 
the Lord, or who hae been His counselor?" Certainly no one 
h as ever looked i nt o the mind of God to see the why and 
where.for•e of all Hi s ac tions . ifor has a...'1yona ever been His 
c ounsellor 8...Y').d thu~ in a posi tlon to r eckon more or leas 
why and h ow God makes His decisions. ilog ~od ls some ·t h ing 
c ornplet0ly beyond the human .forms oi' comprehension. 
That is tho imi)ort of the i'ollowing quotation also. 
He 1"'e Paul quotes from Job 41: 3 of the }fobra,,texti, disregard-
i n g t h o wrong translation of the L)C{. Dr .. Arndt gives us 
t ho r.ieaning: 
If men did something for God and received a. reward 
for lt, then man could calculate to some extent 
h o11 God i s g oing to act. H"O would know at l eo.st 
one r ulo. namely that God pays back what has been 
0 1 ven to Hi rn. But this ·condition does not obtain 
at all. Not man gives to God, but God gives to man. 
God ,.s alv1ays the first ito shmv favors. Honce we 
car1not calculate the actions of Ggd on the basis 
of re~ nrds for good deed, either. 3 
Finally Paul ,vi th a maj as tic sweep g ives us the real 
reasons why man cannot understand God. He lists three great 
f acts about God. 1. God is the Creator of everything. 2. 
Ha is t ha Administrator of all things; all things are done 
through Him. 3. Everything serves His great purposes. His 
63Arndt, .2£• ..£.!!•• p. 86. 
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glory. Lenski comments: 
ti. a t he infinite God, Hho is inf'init~ not on ly. in 
v, isdora and lmowl ed g e but in all his attribute.sg 
he is at one?, the orig in ( "f K ) 11 the modium of' 
existence ( d , & L, an~ the f'inal goal { £7 ~ } of 
the un.1verseD riS! trot}/rc(. ~ das All, 11 ·che sum oi' 
thing s~ the All 1: {R. 773). Tr&;Jr-;;;- would be11 "all 
things ln genera lrt and improper here; but '"1"$/ 64 ,r£. v , 'a( is speci.fic, "all thing s thnt exist.'' 
Paul concludes with a brief' doxology. "To H1m be glo:ry 
foreve.r .. Amen. u Considering both the morcy and majesty 
of God9 he cannot help but join in this p aean o.f praise. 
And it is w1.th a simila1~ song in our hearts that we con-
clude this study of but a small portion or the immeasurable 
r i ches of God's Word .. To Him be glory .foreYerl Amen. 
64Lens·ki, S?.E.• ill•, P• 742• 
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